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Preface

Wireless applications have pervasively penetrated the everyday life. They
visibly manifest themselves in the omnipresent (mobile) communication de-
vices that are deeply rooted in the present day lifestyle (see the multitude
of sound, image and data carrying systems surrounding us). They manifest
themselves less visibly, but equally ubiquitously, in weather and traffic mon-
itoring systems, in defence and security technology, etc. They are praised
for supporting and facilitating our daily routine and are (in fact, unjustly)
blamed for thoroughly invading our privacy. They are instrumental for lo-
cating endangered people and for effectively treating diseases and, at the
same time, are often cited among the perilous health-hazards.

The present day societal needs exert a lot of pressure on wireless systems
for providing increased performance, with a twofold direction presenting the
most challenging requirements: on the one hand, the constantly higher chan-
nel transmission capacity driven by the (multimedia) wireless data-link sys-
tems and, on the other hand, the pattern shaping, often complemented by
beam agility, demanded by the high-end radar and space-borne telecommu-
nication application.

The completion of these tasks is extremely complex, with the design of
adequate antenna (systems) playing a pivotal role. Although antenna en-
gineering has a long history of achievements, the magnitude of the present
demands necessitates, and will still do so in the future, a continuous and sus-
tained effort. The success in this area is indissolubly connected to mastering
a broad knowledge arch, having as main pillars the in depth understanding
of the pertaining (physical) phenomena and the needed manufacturing and
measurement technological utensils.

Recognising these commandments, the International Research Centre for
Telecommunications and Radar (IRCTR) has initiated in early 2004 the
Wide Band Sparse Element Array Antennas (WiSE) project, a scientific en-
deavour having a twofold objective: the assembling of a catalogue of (ultra)
wide-band radiators that are, preferably, amenable to being incorporated
in array antennas and the exploration of the functional possibilities arising
from accommodating various radiators on a common aperture, an approach
termed as the ‘shared aperture concept’.

Investigations performed over a period of almost 6 years have confirmed
some of the initial expectations, while opening new, challenging directions to
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be pursued. The undertaken research resulted into a multitude of theoretical
aspects being elucidated, with solutions concerning the physical implemen-
tation of these concepts being also put forward. The performed activities
materialised themselves in a sizeable published scientific output and, also,
in several concept demonstrators with practical applicability. At the end
of this route, IRCTR is firmly anchored on the map of European antenna
research and development, with a well established international recognition
in the field of non-uniform and/or interleaved array antennas.

The present work offers a retrospect of the project’s main achievements,
while also assessing their relevance within a wider antenna engineering per-
spective. The volume touches upon a broad selection of topics, spanning
from fundamental electromagnetics up to accounts on the state-of-the-art
manufacturing technologies. The included contributions are authored by the
WiSE project participants, by the members of the Users’ Committee and by
representatives of leading European institutes involved in the complex and
fascinating antenna research area.

Ioan E. Lager
Massimiliano Simeoni.

Delft, December 22, 2009.
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The Wide Band Sparse Element Array

Antennas – WiSE project: an overview

Ioan E. Lager, Leo P. Ligthart and Piet van Genderen
International Research Centre for Telecommunications and Radar

(IRCTR), Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and
Computer Science, Delft University of Technology,

2628 CD, Delft, the Netherlands (i.e.lager@tudelft.nl)

Abstract

A review on the Wide Band Sparse Element Array Antennas
(WiSE) project is provided. After describing the general struc-
ture of the project and its initial goals, the activities undertaken
in the two principal, and the various spin-off and supporting lines
of research will be outlined. The most prominent theoretical and
applicative achievements will be enumerated, by insisting on the
delivered concept demonstrators and scientific output and, at the
same time, on the societal impact of the obtained results.

1 Introduction

The rapid increase of the use of radio-waves for telecommunication and
radar has lead to new requirements on the antenna systems supporting the
implemented services. These requirements have as a common feature the
fact that they make reference to a large system bandwidth, sometimes ex-
pressed in a large instantaneous bandwidth, sometimes in a large spread-
ing in frequency of many simultaneously transmitted, narrow-band signals.
Moreover, the relevant signals must be directed or received in certain angu-
lar directions, this translating in a need for the antenna system to provide
spatial filtering, as well.

Addressing these challenging demands imperatively calls for the use of
antenna arrays. While many solutions employing fully populated, uniform
arrays are available in the literature (a comprehensive overview being given
in the Introduction of [1]), the inherent complexity of such systems, especially
when modularity and combined transmit-receive capabilities are required
at element level, results in prohibitive costs if not rendering the problem
technologically unfeasible. A solution may then be found by resorting to
non-periodic arrays that, due to their implicitly reduced number of elements,
may significantly reduce the cost of the arrays. Moreover, the sparsity of the

Antennas for Ubiquitous Radio Services in a Wireless Information Society
I.E. Lager and M. Simeoni (Eds.).    2010 IRCTR and IOS Press. All rights reserved.©
doi:10.3233/978-1-60750-487-0-1



2 Wide Band Sparse Element Array Antennas – WiSE: an overview

architecture creates room for deploying sub-arrays in the resulting unused
areas, a feature that can be expediently employed for embedding multi-
functionality in the system.

These ideas provided the International Research Centre for Telecom-
munications and Radar (IRCTR) with the incentive for initiating in 2004
the Wide Band Sparse Element Array Antennas (WiSE) project.
This complex scientific endeavour was supported by the Technologiestichting
STW (Dutch Technology Foundation) and was co-financed by industrial and
governmental organisations, namely by THALES Nederland BV (TNL) and
by the Dutch Ministry of Defence.

After about 6 years of focused efforts, WiSE is coming now to a conclu-
sion, with this work cataloguing the project’s most significant achievements.
The account now proceeds by discussing the general functional structure,
insisting on the strategies that were adopted for streamlining the research
activities. The work will then progress by outlining the main research lines
and the ancillary activities that unfolded during the span of the project. A
summary of the most relevant outcomes of the undertaken research will then
be made. The account will be concluded by drawing some conclusions and
by acknowledging the contribution of the organisations and individuals who
have ensured the success of this scientific endeavour.

2 General information

2.1 The functional structure of the project

The WiSE project was devised by having in view a broad, international
cooperation (see Fig. 1), in which IRCTR, acting on behalf of the Delft Uni-
versity of Technology (DUT), had the role of project leader and coordinator
while, at the same time, making optimum use of its internal research poten-
tial. According to the project proposal, the tasks were ascribed among the
partner organisations as follows:

• IRCTR: the study of moderately and ultra wide-band radiators, their
integration in sparse array configurations, the assembling of shared
aperture antennas by interleaving sparse arrays, etc;

• the Romanian Military Equipment and Technologies Research Agency
(METRA), Romania: the study of (conformal) integrated antenna sys-
tems and their implementation in devices to be employed for military
communication and positioning applications;
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• the Middle East Technical University (METU) of Ankara, Turkey: the
design of (ultra) wide-band and multiple resonance radiators and the
investigation of the (ultra) wide-band radiation mechanism.

This initial distribution of objectives was adjusted in the course of the
project, with the investigations on ultra wide-band (UWB) radiators being
concentrated almost completely at IRCTR.

WiSE DUT

Users
Committee

IRCTR Applicants: Professor L.P. Ligthart
Professor P. van Genderen

Coordinator: I.E. Lager
Post-doctoral: M. Simeoni (until 01.04.07)

PhD #1: F.M. Tanyer-Tigrek
PhD #2: C. Trampuz
PhD #3: C.I Coman
MSc: D.P. Tran (until 01.11.07)

Researcher: F. Enescu (01.01.07-31.12.07)

Engineer: J.H. Zijderveld
Consultants: M. Simeoni (since 01.04.07)

D.P. Tran (since 01.11.07)

Applicants: Professor L.P. Ligthart
Professor P. van Genderen

Coordinator: I.E. Lager
Post-doctoral: M. Simeoni (until 01.04.07)

PhD #1: F.M. Tanyer-Tigrek
PhD #2: C. Trampuz
PhD #3: C.I Coman
MSc: D.P. Tran (until 01.11.07)

Researcher: F. Enescu (01.01.07-31.12.07)

Engineer: J.H. Zijderveld
Consultants: M. Simeoni (since 01.04.07)

D.P. Tran (since 01.11.07)

EEMCS faculty

workshop Contact person: P. HakkaartContact person: P. Hakkaart

Dr.ir. G.H.C. van Werkhoven – Thales Nederland BV

Professor G. Gerini – TNO Defence, Security and Safety

Dr. A.G. Roederer / Dr. Cyril Mangenot – ESA-ESTEC

Col. dr. eng. M. Cernat – Romanian Ministry of National Defense

Ir. W. van Cappellen – ASTRON

Dr.ir. G.H.C. van Werkhoven – Thales Nederland BV

Professor G. Gerini – TNO Defence, Security and Safety

Dr. A.G. Roederer / Dr. Cyril Mangenot – ESA-ESTEC

Col. dr. eng. M. Cernat – Romanian Ministry of National Defense

Ir. W. van Cappellen – ASTRON

Contact person: Col. dr.ing. A. SzilagyiContact person: Col. dr.ing. A. Szilagyi

METRA

Contact person: Professor A. HizalContact person: Professor A. Hizal

METU

Figure 1: The overall structure of the WiSE project.

2.2 The personnel involvement in the project

The overall personnel structure of the WiSE project is presented in Fig. 1.
The two applicants and the coordinator formed the management team – the
project’s acting decision body. The three PhD students have joined IRCTR
at various stages, with the PhD#3 (a positioned financed by the Dutch
Ministry of Defence, via the ‘Partnership for Peace’ programme) starting 3
years before the official kick-off of WiSE and the PhD#1 and #2 starting
in 2006 and 2007, respectively. The bridge between the specific research
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activities undertaken by the PhD students was ensured by the work of the
post-doctoral, the MSc and the coordinator. The first two have pursued
their contributions to WiSE as consultants, positions not mentioned in the
initial proposal that represented a direct contribution of DUT. The project
benefited throughout its entire span from the experience of the engineer,
who assisted the WiSE team in performing the various measurements. To
conclude with, a one year position was created for a METRA researcher that
carried out at IRCTR some targeted activities of mutual interest.

2.3 The management of the project

The current decisional body of the project was represented by the man-
agement team (MT), with the daily supervision being the task of the coor-
dinator. The activity was monitored by means of project meetings attended
by the researchers and MT meetings that were organised when appropriate.

The progress in WiSE was assessed by a group of industrial and govern-
mental institutions that constituted the Users’ Committee (UC). This body
convened twice a year, on which occasions the progress was reported, the
strategic decisions concerning the activities to be performed were taken and
the deliverables to be produced were decided upon.

3 Performed research activities

As indicated in the project proposal, the activity in WiSE was divided, in
a broad sense, into two research aims. These main lines were complemented
by other activities, one of them being already stipulated in the proposal and
some other expanding intermediate research results. Although not defined
originally, a decision was made in the course of the project for four con-
cept demonstrators that were deemed representative for the type of research
undertaken by the team.

3.1 The research aim #1: compiling a catalogue of (ultra)
wide-band radiators

This research aim focused on assembling a catalogue of (ultra) wide-band
radiators that, preferably, are amenable to integration in planar arrays. This
activity came as a continuation of preexisting preoccupations in the field of
wide-band radiators at both IRCTR [2, 3, 4] and METU [5, 6].

Within the scope of the project, the investigation of this topic was initi-
ated by the PhD#3 who firstly focused on dielectric filled type of radiators.
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Nevertheless, in view of the technological difficulties and the high manufac-
turing costs that characterise this type of radiators, the printed laminate
procedure was selected as technology of choice [7, 8]. Several moderate
bandwidth microstrip patch (type of) antennas were produced in this man-
ner, these radiators being excellently suited for integration in planar arrays.
Some representative examples in this category are reported in [9, 10, 11].

In view of largely extending the operational bandwidth of the produced
radiators, attention has shifted in the second half of the project to coplanar
waveguide (CPW) fed antennas of the dipole and loop variety. These anten-
nas, collected within the generic DEMO3

1 demonstrator, were shown to be
characterised by unprecedented impedance bandwidths (in excess of 150%
relative bandwidth) as indicated in [12, 13, 14, 15]. The operation of these
radiators was also demonstrated in linear array environments [16]. Despite
of some preliminary studies being carried out, their suitability for planar
arrays is still an open question.

A particularly interesting result was obtained in the field of wide-band
radiators possessing controllable filtering properties. These recent results are
circumscribed to the DEMO4

2 and will form the object of future publications.

3.2 The research aim #2: the investigation of non-periodic
and interleaved array antennas

This research aim was structured around the investigation of the ar-
ray antenna architectures accommodating various types of radiators on a
common aperture, an approach termed as the ‘shared aperture concept’ (a
detailed presentation of this concept being discussed in [1]). The initial ex-
pectations were focused on reusing the empty space available in non-periodic
arrays for deploying individual elements or sub-arrays supporting alternative
services. As the project progressed, array interleaving became a topic of in-
vestigation in itself, demonstrating the versatility of this technique with clear
ramifications in implementing multi-functionality.

A first application was the interleaving of balanced sub-arrays operat-
ing at different, but contiguous, bandwidths. The validity of this strategy
was demonstrated in [1, 9]. In the process of devising these type of anten-
nas, the high relevance of the deterministic element placement, especially in
conjunction with a complementary division of a full aperture, was attested.

1DEMO3 demonstrator: a collection of elementary radiators and small arrays providing
at least 50% operational bandwidth.

2DEMO4 demonstrator: a complex, wearable receive antenna system for a METRA
defined application.
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This experiment opened the way for a productive line of research con-
cerning the application of the complementary division to the implementation
of multi-functionality, an approach whose resources were firstly outlined in
[17]. This line of thinking received its concrete instantiation in two WiSE
concept demonstrators, namely:

• the DEMO1 demonstrator: an array antenna for a system for in-flight,
airplane-satellite communication requiring polarisation agility; the so-
lution to this objective was anticipated in [18] and later proven in [19];

• the DEMO2 demonstrator: an interleaved antenna combining on a sin-
gle aperture the transmit and receive units of a Frequency Modulated –
Continuous Wave (FM-CW) radar system; the steps towards establish-
ing this approach as a viable alternative to the classic design employing
separate antennas are outlined in the publications [20, 21, 22].

A number of supporting activities addressed specific aspects that intervene
in the extremely complex design of non-periodic array architectures. For
example, [23] examined the evaluation of the mutual coupling in non-periodic
array antennas consisting of aperture type radiators while [24, 25] focused
on some of the applicable features of non-periodic, linear arrays.

3.3 Complementary and spin-of activities

The two research aims in WiSE were complemented by a significant num-
ber of research activities circumscribed to parallel or spin-off projects.

Some of the parallel activities were functionally integrated in WiSE. A
first such project was Scan Optimisation for Wide Band Radar that
unfolded between 2003 and 2005 in cooperation with TNL. Secondly, WiSE
took advantage in the period 2006 – 2008 from a collaboration with the In-
stitute of Radio-physics and Electronics (IRE), Kharkov, Ukraine, an organ-
isation functioning under the umbrella of the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine. Based on a bilateral agreement between IRCTR and IRE, the
generated knowledge was integrated in the WiSE research aim #1 collection
of results. To conclude with, a project entitled Communication System
Integrated in the Protection Equipment was carried out at METRA,
its results being a part of the DEMO4 demonstrator.

Upon turning to spin-off activities, a cooperation between IRCTR and
the European Space Agency – European Space Research and Technology
Centre (ESA-ESTEC) is in progress since 2007 within the frame of the Inno-
vative array antenna architectures project. This undertaking explores
the non-periodic placement strategies for ensuring very narrow beams, low
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side-lobes levels and preventing the onset of grating lobes in the case of very
large array antennas for space applications. The most notable results ob-
tained thus far in the project concern the so-called ‘sun flower’ configuration,
a pseudo-random, deterministic array architecture design method [26, 27].
Furthermore, the preoccupations related to UWB radiators motivated the
initiation of a collaborative effort with the Laboratory of Electromagnetic
Research, DUT, having as objective the investigation of pulsed-field antenna
models. A first concrete achievement is the pulsed-field multi-port antenna
system reciprocity relation study, reported in [28].

4 Outcomes of the WiSE project

4.1 Promoted concepts

The research activities in WiSE promoted and proved a series of concepts
that demonstrated their relevance in the field of (array) antenna design.
The most notable example in this category is the ‘shared aperture antenna’
concept, a strategy that has shown its effectiveness for implementing multi-
functionality in radio front-ends. Another concept that, among others, had
a determining effect on the amount and quality of concept demonstrators
that could be generated by the project is the ‘technology driven antenna
design’ an approach that accounts for the potentialities and limitations of
the employed technology already in the initial phases of the design.

4.2 Concept demonstrators

The project offered the adequate frame for developing, manufacturing
and physically validating a large number of demonstrators. In the initial
phase, a number of (stacked) patch, cavity backed radiators were produced.
These elements were subsequently integrated in an interleaved array antenna
that was elaborately examined in [1] and in several linear arrays examined in
[8, 11, 24, 25]. In the second phase of the project, four concept demonstrators
were agreed upon with the members of the UC, namely:

• the DEMO1 demonstrator: an array antenna for a system for in-flight,
airplane-satellite communication requiring polarisation agility;

• the DEMO2 demonstrator: an interleaved antenna combining on a sin-
gle aperture the transmit and receive units of a Frequency Modulated
– Continuous Wave (FM-CW) radar system;
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• the DEMO3 demonstrator: a collection of elementary radiators and
small arrays providing at least 50% operational bandwidth;

• the DEMO4 demonstrator: a complex, wearable receive antenna system
for a METRA defined application.

All demonstrators were brought to a physical implementation, with extensive
measurement campaigns being effectuated for their full characterisation. The
produced devices are amenable to being directly used in future research
activities undertaken at IRCTR or at the partner organisations.

4.3 Scientific output

Table 1: Aggregate scientific output of the WiSE project, as of March 4,
2010.

Phase
Publication type Preparatory

period
WiSE project

span

Dissertations,
books

3

Journal
contributions

2 8

Conference
contributions

2 33

T
he

W
iS

E
pr

oj
ec

t

Scientific reports
(not issued as refereed

contributions)
1 13

Journal
contributions

2

Sp
in

-o
ff

ac
ti
vi

ti
es

Conference
contributions

9

The scientific output of the project consists of three books: two PhD
dissertations (a third being in preparation) and a volume containing the
proceedings of the WiSE End Symposium, and of a sizeable number of jour-
nal and conference contributions. Table 1 offers a complete overview of the
generated output, subdivided into publications pertaining to the WiSE ac-
tivities and to the spin-off research lines. Note that a 1:4 ratio of journal
to conference contributions was ensured, this reflecting a deliberate editorial
policy oriented on journal, rather than conference, publications.
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4.4 WiSE – an instrumental tool for improving the effective-
ness of the IRCTR investigation capabilities

The project was instrumental for improving the effectiveness of the re-
search endowment at IRCTR. To begin with, the IRCTR measurement
facilities centred around the Delft University Chamber for Antenna Tests
(DUCAT) were significantly upgraded by the addition of a powerful vector
network analyzer and of a full 2×24 crossbar mechanical switch test-set. The
measurement setup in Fig. 2 is illustrative for the type of array measurements
that were greatly facilitated by the investments made in the project.

Figure 2: Array antenna measurement environment consisting of an Agi-
lent Technologies E8364B vector network analyzer, an Agilent Technologies
87050-K24 – full 2×24 crossbar mechanical switch test-set and calibrated
cables. The device under test at the very left side of the image is a linear
array consisting of 15 ‘Eared’ type, UWB radiators (device circumscribed to
the DEMO3 demonstrator).

WiSE also allowed assembling an effective and versatile software plat-
form consisting of the CST Microwave Studio package (employed primarily
for the simulation of complex radiators and array environments) and of the
Agilent’s Advanced Design System – ADS package (employed for both radi-
ator simulations and system integration). Additionally, IRCTR was granted
a number of licenses for the EMPIRE XCcel electromagnetic simulator by
the IMST GmbH, Kamp-Lintfort, as part of a bilateral cooperation, this do-
nation being hereby acknowledged. This tool was employed for simulating
large, non-periodic array antenna structures.
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4.5 Societal impact of the project

The project contributed in a substantial manner to the international
recognition of IRCTR as an established antenna research centre. The insti-
tute’s visibility was further enhanced by its active presence in the COST
Action IC0603 – Antenna Systems & Sensors for Information So-
ciety Technologies (ASSIST), presently the largest European network
in the area of antenna research and development. In it, IRCTR acts, since
2008, as Grant-holder and the WiSE coordinator as Secretary. The results
of the project, the experienced gained in the field of non-periodic and in-
terleaved array antennas in the first place, receive a constant attention on
behalf of the participants in this Action.

5 Conclusions and prospects

Wide Band Sparse Element Array Antennas (WiSE), the largest project
effectuated by IRCTR in the field of antenna research, represents a clear
success. Unfolding over a period of about 6 years, the explorations resulted
in promoting some concepts that have a demonstrated applicability, with
the shared aperture antenna concept being the most prominent one. The re-
search activities generated a sizeable amount of concept demonstrators that
were extensively validated by means of physical experiments. The results
generated by the project are at the origin of a large scientific output. The
experience thus accumulated is at the origin of a broad spectrum of spin-off
activities that already emerged or that are expected to be initiated in the
(near) future. The WiSE outcomes contributed decisively to IRCTR acquir-
ing a well established international recognition, with the institute now firmly
anchored on the map of European antenna research and development.

Based on the conclusions of the last WiSE UC meeting, it can be affirmed
that the non-periodic (sparse) array antenna concept has still a significant
scientific and applicative potential, especially in the field of telecommunica-
tions. This concept is expected to receive increased attention in view of the
manifest trend towards increasing the integration of the antennas into the
radio frequency (RF) systems. This approach is accompanied by a substan-
tial complication of the engineering aspects, the sparse array architectures
being deemed to provide handles to alleviating the demanding implemen-
tation requirements. The future research in this area should also account
for the management of the various resources of the RF systems support-
ing both radar and telecommunication applications, the antenna research
playing, again, an instrumental role.
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Abstract

The structural aspects of the mathematics that models wavefield
physics in engineering applications are briefly, but rather com-
pletely, put in perspective.

1 Introduction

The structural aspects of the mathematics that models wavefield physics
in engineering applications are briefly put in perspective. First, the system
of wave field equations that governs electromagnetic, acoustic and elastody-
namic wave motions is represented in its canonical form [1]. In a number
of cases, this canonical form entails certain field compatibility relations that
turn out to be essential ingredients in the numerical evaluation of the fields.
The constitutive relations between the intensive and extensive field quan-
tities are needed to make the number of equations equal to the number
of unknown field components. These relations can include both instanta-
neous and relaxation behavior, subject to the condition of causality. The
spatial operators in the systems of field equations entail a number of in-
terface boundary conditions of the continuity type. In order to guarantee
the uniqueness of the pertaining initial-value problem, again the condition
of causality is to be invoked. A remarkable feature is that the correspond-
ing uniqueness proofs cannot be constructed directly in the time domain,
but have to take recourse to the time Laplace transformation of the field
equations and the field quantities [2, 3]. Next, the computational aspects
are addressed. These aspects involve first of all a geometrical discretization
of the configuration at hand. From a topological point of view the sim-
plex (tetrahedron in 3D) is the fundamental element. Based on this spatial
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discretization, combined with linearly varying field components, and a cor-
responding linear time-domain interpolation, the space-time integrated field
equations turn out to have the desired properties. The relevant field com-
ponents are the ones that are in accordance with the continuity relations
across interfaces where the constitutive coefficients show bounded jumps in
values. In all practical situations the domain of computation has to be of
bounded support and the outward radiation of the field across its boundary
has to be modeled appropriately. For a rectangular domain of computation,
the space-time coordinate stretching technique provides a perfectly matched
embedding, whose termination causes spurious errors in the computed field
values, the magnitudes of which can be made as small as desired by properly
choosing the absorptive stretching parameters of the embedding [4].

EM Research

Synopsis

Synopsis:

• System of wavefield equations in canonical form

• Field compatibility relations

• Constitutive relations in media with relaxation (absorption + dispersion)

• Spatial interface boundary conditions

• The principle of causality

• The initial-value problem and the time Laplace transformation

• Computational wavefield discretization

• The space-time integrated field equations + computational properties

• A simple application and benchmark problem
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EM Research

Mathematics, (Wavefield) Physics, Engineering: An intimate triangle

An intimate triangle

Mathematical methods:

• analytical
• computational

Wavefield physics:

• acoustics
• elastodynamics
• electromagnetics

&

Engineering problems:

• formulation
• computation

EM Research

Background and contrast in a macroscopic physical configuration

Structure of any macroscopic physical configuration:

• BACKGROUND + CONTRAST (Lorentz, 1916)

Universal BACKGROUND:

• empty universe (homogeneous + isotropic) (vacuum)

• observer

{
(N -dimensional) space

(1-dimensional) time

}
decomposition

• capable of carrying phenomena satisfying Lorentz-invariant equations

(electromagnetics, gravitation (?))

CONTRAST:

• matter interacting with phenomena in empty space (electromagnetics,

gravitation (?)) + carrying material phenomena (acoustics, elastody-

namics)
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EM Research

Intensive and extensive field quantities in space-time

Each (macroscopic) FIELD is represented by:

FOUR FIELD QUANTITIES (FLDQ’s):

• {intensive FLDQ 1, intensive FLDQ 2}

• {extensive FLDQ 1, extensive FLDQ 2}

PROPERTIES:

• (intensive FLDQ 1) * (intensive FLDQ 2) =

• area density of power flow

• (extensive FLDQ 1) * (extensive FLDQ 2) =

• volume density of flow of momentum

=⇒ FLDQ = FLDQ(x, t)

with x = {x1, . . . , xN} ∈ RN (space), t ∈ R (time)

EM Research

Field equations in canonical (tensor) form + compatibility relations

FIELD EQUATIONS

couple • RATES OF CHANGE IN SPACE (∂x) of intensive FLDQ’s

with • RATES OF CHANGE IN TIME (∂t) of extensive FLDQ’s

=⇒ WAVE MOTION ⇐=

CANONICAL (TENSOR) FORM:

(Poincaré, 1905; Einstein, 1905; Minkowski, 1908)

• D(∂x) (intensive FLDQ 1) + ∂t (extensive FLDQ 2) = 0

• D(∂x) (intensive FLDQ 2) + ∂t (extensive FLDQ 1) = 0

• D : array composed of unit tensors (De Hoop, 1995, 2008)

• COMPATIBILITY RELATIONS: • ∂x1∂x2 (FLDQ) = ∂x2∂x1(FLDQ)
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Constitutive relations in media with relaxation (absorption + dispersion)

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS:

• extensive FLDQ = CONSTITUTIVE OPERATOR (intensive FLDQ)

CONSTITUTIVE OPERATOR:

• linear

• local =⇒ SPATIAL DISPERSION (=⇒ infinite wavespeed)

• time-invariant

• active (field-independent) part (= external sources) +

passive (field-dependent) part (= medium response)

• medium response = instantaneous response +

(Boltzmann) relaxation (absorption + dispersion)

EM Research

Constitutive relations (canonical form)

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS:

• (extensive FLDQ 1,2)(x, t) =

(COEFF 1,2)(x) ∗ (intensive FLDQ 1,2)(x, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
instantaneous response

+

∫ ∞

τ=0

(RELAXF 1,2)(x, τ ) ∗ (intensive FLDQ 1,2)(x, t − τ )dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Boltzmann relaxation

• BOLTZMANN RELAXATION (Boltzmann, 1876) =⇒ CAUSALITY
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EM Research

Spatial interface boundary conditions

(PASSIVE) INTERFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:

• Across passive interface Σ between two different media

NO JUMPS ALLOWED in certain FLDQ’s: WHICH ONES?

• DECOMPOSITION OF: ∂x about x ∈ Σ:

• ∂x = ν(ν·∂x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
normal to Σ

+ [∂x − ν(ν·∂x)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
tangential to Σ

Σ

ν

CONTINUITY CONDITIONS:

• D (ν)(intensive FLDQ 1,2)
∣∣+
− = 0

EM Research

Time evolution of field (physics) = Initial-value problem field equations (mathematics) (1)

INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEM FIELD EQUATIONS: (t ∈ R; t0 ≤ t < ∞)

• UNIQUENESS DATA:

• Field on bounded support D ⊂ RN D ∂D

ν

• Initial field values: FLDQ’s(x, t0) for x ∈ D

• FIELD EQUATIONS for x ∈ D; t0 < t < ∞

• BOUNDARY VALUES:

• D (ν)(intensive FLDQ 1)(x, t) for x ∈ ∂D, t0 ≤ t < ∞ OR

• D (ν)(intensive FLDQ 2)(x, t) for x ∈ ∂D, t0 ≤ t < ∞
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Time evolution of field (physics) = Initial-value problem field equations (mathematics) (2)

INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEM FIELD EQUATIONS: (t ∈ R; t0 ≤ t < ∞)

• UNIQUENESS DATA:

• Field on unbounded support RN

h
o
m

o
g
en

eo
u
s

lo
ssless

isotropic

embedding

• Initial field values: FLDQ’s(x, t0) for x ∈ RN

• FIELD EQUATIONS for x ∈ RN ; t0 < t < ∞

• OUTGOING WAVES in homogeneous, isotropic, lossless embedding

EM Research

Time evolution of field (physics) = Initial-value problem field equations (mathematics) (3)

INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEM FIELD EQUATIONS: (t ∈ R; t0 ≤ t < ∞)

• MATHEMATICAL PROOF:

• Via shifted time Laplace transformation: (De Hoop, 2003, 2004)

• F̂LDQ(x, s) =

∫ ∞

t=t0

exp(−st)FLDQ(x, t)dt

for s ∈ C, Re(s) > 0

• ∂tFLDQ(x, t) �−→ s F̂LDQ(x, s) − FLDQ(x, t0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
initial value

Im(s)

Re(s)

s ∈ C

F̂LDQ(x, s)
analytic
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EM Research

Inverse time Laplace transformation

INVERSE TIME LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION: (t ∈ R; 0 ≤ t < ∞)

• use of Lerch’s uniqueness theorem:

• {F̂LDQ(x, s)|s∈L} 1-to-1�−→ FLDQ(x, t)H(t)

Im(s)

Re(s)

s ∈ C

F̂LDQ(x, s)
analytic

L

• L = {s ∈ C; Im(s) = 0, Re(s) = s0 + nh, s0 > 0, h > 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . }
• via INSPECTION (Tables of Laplace Transforms)

• use of Schouten-Van der Pol theorem: (Schouten, 1934; Van der Pol, 1934)

• For exp[−Φ̂(x, s)τ ] �−→ Ψ(x, t, τ )H(t)

• F̂LDQ[x, Φ̂(x, s)] �−→
[∫ ∞

τ=0

Ψ(x, t, τ )FLDQ(x, τ )dτ

]
H(t)

EM Research

Wavefield computation (1)

WAVEFIELD COMPUTATION

• Select (bounded) spatial domain of computation [D] ⊂ RN

• Select (bounded) time window of computation [T ] ⊂ R

• Construct (unbounded) Perfectly Matched Embedding (PME)

[D]∞ = RN\[D] via time-dependent orthogonal Cartesian

coordinate stretching (De Hoop, Remis, Van den Berg, 2007)

• Terminate PME with periodic boundary conditions

(De Hoop, Remis, Van den Berg, 2007)

• Discretize [D] into union of adjacent simplices

• Discretize [T ] into union of successive intervals
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Wavefield computation (2)

WAVEFIELD COMPUTATION

• Discretize FLDQ(x, t) using:

• piecewise linear interpolation on spatial grid

• piecewise linear interpolation on temporal grid

• nodal values of CONTINUOUS field components

as (nodal, edge, face) expansion coefficients

• Substitute discretized field in space-time integrated field equations

• Compute integrations via simplicial (’trapezoidal’) rule

• Discretize constitutive relations (piecewise constant in [D] )

• Solve system of equations in space-time expansion coefficients

EM Research

Perfectly Matched Embedding

CONSTRUCTION OF PERFECTLY MATCHED EMBEDDING (PME)

• Time Laplace-transform Cartesian coordinate stretching:

• ∂xn �−→ ∂X̂n
=

1

χ̂n(xn, s)
∂xn =⇒

X̂n(xn, s) =

∫ xn

ξn=an

χ̂n(ξn, s)dξn

(n = 1, . . . , N)

P
e

r
i
o

d
i
c

B o u n d a r y

C
o

n
d

i
t

i
o

n
s

P
er

fe
ct

ly

Matched

E
m

b
ed

d
in

g

[D]∞

[D]

• {χ̂n(xn, s); n = 1, . . . , N} analytic for s ∈ C, Re(s) > 0, x ∈ [D]∞

• {χ̂n(xn, s); n = 1, . . . , N}> 0 for s ∈ C, Re(s) > 0, Im(s) = 0, x ∈ [D]∞

• {χ̂n(xn, s); n = 1, . . . , N}= 1 for x ∈ [D] =⇒ field unchanged in [D]

Boundary Conditions =⇒ spurious field (De Hoop, Remis, Van den Berg, 2007)
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The space-time integrated field equations

THE SPACE-TIME INTEGRATED FIELD EQUATIONS

• Apply operators

•
∫
x∈D

. . . dV and •
∫

t∈T
. . . dt to FIELD EQUATIONS

• Use

•
∫
x∈D

D (∂x)[intensive FLDQ(x, t)]dV =

∫
x∈∂D

D (ν)[intensive FLDQ(x, t)]dA

(Gauss in RN)

•
∫

t∈T
∂t[extensive FLDQ(x, t)]dt = [extensive FLDQ(x, t)]

∣∣∣∣
t∈∂T

(Gauss in R)

=⇒ In RHS’s only continuous quantities occur

EM Research

Simplicial integration rule

THE SIMPLICIAL INTEGRATION RULE

• Simplicial integration rule in RN (= trapezoidal rule in R):

Let ΣN ⊂ RN = N-simplex on vertices {x(0), . . . ,x(N)} , then

•
∫
x∈ΣN

[discretized FLDQ(x, t)]dV 


V N

N + 1

[
FLDQ[(x(0), t)] + . . . + FLDQ[(x(N), t)]

]
• V N = volume of ΣN

(De Hoop, 1995, 2008)
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Unit tensors in wavefield physics

UNIT TENSORS IN WAVEFIELD PHYSICS

Symmetrical unit tensor of rank two : (Kronecker tensor)

• δi,p = 1 for i = p, δi,p = 0 for i �= p

Unit tensors of rank four:

• Δi,j,p,q = δi,pδj,q (reproduction)

• Δ−
i,j,p,q = (1/2)(Δi,j,p,q − Δi,j,q,p) (electromagnetics)

• Δ+
i,j,p,q = (1/2)(Δi,j,p,q + Δi,j,q,p) (elastodynamics)

• Δδ
i,j,p,q = (1/N)δi,jδp,q (acoustics)

• ΔΔ
i,j,p,q = Δi,j,p,q − Δδ

i,j,p,q (elastodynamics)

• ΔΔ,+
i,j,p,q = Δ+

i,j,p,q − Δδ
i,j,p,q (elastodynamics)

(De Hoop, 1995, 2008)

EM Research

Test pulses in time for benchmarking

TEST PULSES IN TIME FOR BENCHMARKING:

The unipolar pulse :

• f(t) ≥ 0 for t ≥ 0

• ∂tf(t)|t=tr = 0 =⇒tr (pulse rise time)

• A = f(tr) (pulse amplitude)

• tw =
1

A

∫ ∞

t=0

f(t)dt (pulse time width)

The power exponential pulse :

• f(t) = A

(
t

tr

)n

exp

[
−n

(
t

tr
− 1

)]
H(t) for n = 1, 2, 3, . . .

• tw =
n!

nn+1
exp(n)tr

• f̂ (s) = A
n!

(s + n/tr)n+1

exp(n)

tnr
for s ∈ C, Re(s) > 0
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Power Exponential pulses

POWER EXPONENTIAL PULSES:
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Abstract

The constantly increasing demand of advanced sensors and com-
munications systems aboard of military platforms (ships, UAVs,
aircraft, land vehicles, etc.) requires a high number of anten-
nas, covering a very wide frequency spectrum. At the same time,
the new platform concepts, dictated by an Integrated Topside De-
sign approach, impose a very high level of structural integration
of the antenna systems. The overall platform is designed keep-
ing into account many different parameters including Radar Cross
Section (RCS), Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), vulnerability
etc. From an antenna system point of view, this translates into the
necessity of developing antennas easy to be structurally integrated
into different platforms and capable of combining more RF func-
tions into the same aperture. In other words: wide-band active
electronically scanned array antennas, preferably in planar printed
technology which allows low weight, low profile and low costs. In
this contribution, the development of a 6–9GHz prototype array
of dual-polarized connected dipoles is presented and discussed in
detail. An analysis of spurious common-mode excitation is car-
ried out and a novel design of a resonance-free connected array is
presented.

1 Introduction

The realization of wide-band, wide-scanning angle, phased arrays with
good polarization purity has been the object of many recent investigations.
Although tapered slot antennas have very broad bandwidth, they are known
to produce high cross-polarization components, especially in the diagonal
cuts (45◦), [1]. On the other hand, conventional phased array based on
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I.E. Lager and M. Simeoni (Eds.).    2010 IRCTR and IOS Press. All rights reserved.©
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printed radiating elements can achieve only moderate bandwidths (∼ 25%),
[2]–[4]. A novel trend in this field is the use of connected arrays, i.e. arrays
of long dipoles or slots periodically fed (see Fig. 1), in order to approxi-
mate a Wheeler’s continuous current sheet [5]. This concept was originally
proposed by Hansen, [6], and further theoretically developed in [7], showing
the ultra-wideband characteristic of such arrays. Thanks to the planarity of
the radiators, the low cross-polarization level is among the most important
features of such antenna solution.

The first practical demonstration of a planar connected array antenna
was given in [8]. This consisted of a connected array of slots in the UHF
band, with good performances observed for broadside radiation. In [9], the
scanning performance of connected arrays was investigated for the first time
and a theoretical design of a connected dipole array was presented (in the
operational frequency band 6–9 GHz), with 40% relative bandwidth and wide
scan capability, up to 45◦ in all the azimuth planes.

Preliminary measurements highlighted an unpredicted problem, associ-
ated with spurious common-mode resonances on the vertical feeding lines.
The array element, in fact, is fed via balanced lines, which can support both
differential (desired) and common (undesired) currents. From an analysis
of the common-mode, it appears that the resonance condition depends on
both the length of the lines and the periodicity of the array. It is important
to highlight the fact that common-mode propagation might be not directly
observable from the matching performance of the array, nevertheless, it is
always visible in form of high level of cross polarization when scanning on
the diagonal plane (ϕ = 45◦). Due to the electrical connection of the ele-
ments, standard wideband baluns are not effective in connected arrays [10].
In this contribution, first the theoretical background of connected arrays is
presented and then a novel type of Printed Circuit Board (PCB) transform-
ers is proposed as a valid solution for the design of resonance-free connected
dipole arrays.

2 Theoretical background

The theoretically ultra-wide bandwidth of connected arrays is always
achieved at the cost of a 3 dBs loss in gain due to the fact that the antenna
radiates equally in the upper and lower half-spaces. In reality, the design
of connected arrays can be tuned to achieve almost any wanted impedance
bandwidth and the compromise between the bandwidth and the efficiency
of the system is typically the driving parameter. If a backing ground plane
is used to improve the antenna efficiency, the bandwidth is limited to about
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Figure 1: Geometry of 2-D connected arrays of dipoles with backing reflector.

50–60%. In alternative to a simple backing plane, other solutions charac-
terized by wider bandwidths can be envisaged. For example, a bandwidth
exceeding 10:1 is feasible at the expense of the efficiency (1 ∼ 2 dB gain
loss), by loading the array with a multi-layer dielectric structure and using
absorbing materials in the backside of the antenna.

This configuration, in fact, guarantees that most of the power is radiated
into the dielectric and the multiple matching layers realize the wide band
matching to free space.

The GF of a periodic connected array of dipoles, with backing reflector
as in Fig. 1, can be derived following an extension of the procedure given
in [7]. The procedure leads to the following expression for the active input
admittance at each feed:

Y =
k0dy

ζ0dx

∞∑
mx=−∞

sinc2(kxmδd/2)(
k2

0 − k2
xm

) ∞∑
my=−∞

J0(kymwd/2)
kzm (1 − j cot(kzmhd))

(1)

where J0 is the 0-th order Bessel function, k0 and ζ0 are the free space
propagation constant and characteristic impedance, respectively. Thus, the
input admittance is a double summation of Floquet waves with kxm =
k0 sin θ cos ϕ − 2πmx/dx, kym = k0 sin θ sin ϕ − 2πmy/dy and kzm = (k2

0 −
k2

xm − k2
ym)1/2.

The behavior of the impedance as a function of the gap width δd is
fairly elaborate. The real part of the admittance is associated, when the
array is well sampled in terms of wavelength, with the fundamental mode
(mx = my = 0) only, while the imaginary part depends also on higher order
Floquet modes. These latter constitute a lumped capacitance representing
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the stored energy at the gap, which is in parallel to the resistive part of the
input impedance. As a consequence, both the real and imaginary parts of the
impedance vary widely with this geometrical parameter. Figure 2 shows the
real and imaginary parts of such an impedance as a function of frequency,
with a parametric variation with respect to δd. When the gaps are small
and the stored capacitive energy is high, the curves associated with the real
part of the impedance define a relatively narrow bell. However, when the
dimensions of the gaps are non negligible with respect to the wavelength,
and accordingly the gaps store less capacitive energy, the overall impedance
bell appears lower, much wider, and shifted toward higher frequencies. This
clearly indicates that the gaps capacitance is a key design parameter that can
be tuned in order to obtain a wider matching bandwidth of the connected
dipole array.

Figure 2: Active impedance of a connected dipole array as a function of
frequency for different gap widths, given hd = 0.3λc, wd = 0.05λc, dx =
dy = 0.5λc.

It was shown in [9] that an optimized value of the gap width allows
designing a connected dipole array with 40% relative bandwidth, capable to
scanning up to 45◦ in all azimuthal planes. This performance is achieved
considering an ideal feeding of each dipole element: a uniformly distributed
electric field impressed over the dipole gap region. Based on this theoretical
design, a more complex design, including realistic feeding lines, has been
performed and it is described in next section.
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3 Prototype array

The first prototype array developed at TNO is shown in Fig. 3. The
dipoles are printed on one side of a low permittivity (εr = 2.2) thin Duroid
substrate, and electrically connected to form a unique long dipole periodi-
cally fed. The element spacing is 15.52 mm, which is about half wavelength
at 9 GHz. The impedance transformation from the wave impedance of the
free space, 377Ω, at the aperture level, to 50Ω at the connector, is performed
with two wavelengths long transmission lines, printed on the same printed
circuit boards in a egg-crate configuration (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Prototype array.

The transition from coplanar strip-lines (CPS) to coplanar waveguide
(CPW) and then to microstrip (MS) performs the balanced to unbalanced
conversion, together with a wideband impedance transformation. As already
highlighted in the previous section, the feeding gap of each dipole is an
important design parameter and from the curves in Fig. 2, it appears that
the best matching would be achieved for δd = 0.15λ0. However, such large
gaps would require feeding lines (for instance coplanar strip lines) with inter-
conductor distances so large that they would start radiating strongly cross-
polarized fields. Actually, this radiation mechanism is very similar to the
one of tapered slot antennas and it is in fact the main cause of their high
cross-polarization characteristics (see Fig. 4).

The solution of this problem is the use of a double feed for each periodic
cell, as shown in Fig. 5. In this case, the effective capacitance required in
each gap is essentially the half of the required value, since the two feeds are
connected in series. In this case, much narrower gaps can be used to obtain
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a b

Figure 4: (a) Large gaps require feeding lines with large inter-conductor
distances. (b) These give rise to strongly cross-polarized fields as in tapered
slot antennas.

similar impedance curves, with respect to the single feed configuration. With
such small gaps, the dipoles can be fed by transmission lines with negligible
cross-polar radiation. This arrangement of the feeding lines, implemented
with a CPS power divider (Fig. 5), was shown to improve the bandwidth
of the array, [9]. A ground plane is included at a height of approximately
0.3λ0 (with λ0 being the wavelength at 9GHz) from the centre of the dipole,
acting as a backing reflector.

Figure 5: Double feed of the array element, with impedance transformation
from 400 to 50 Ohms.

Figure 6 shows the active reflection coefficient of a central port of the
finite array prototype when scanning toward broadside. From the mea-
sured curves, two unexpected resonance were observed at about 7GHz and
8.5 GHz. Triggered by such observation, full-wave simulations of the entire
structure, including the complete feeding network, were performed. The
comparison between simulations and measurements is relatively good, in-
dicating that the numerical tools are able to efficiently describe the wave
phenomena in place. Note that the measurements include the summation of
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all significant co-polarized S parameters for the investigated port, while the
equivalent simulations are performed using the full wave simulator tool CST
Microwave Studio and account for the entire finite array (8 × 8 elements).

Figure 6: Active reflection coefficient of a central element of the finite array.

In order to analyse the nature of such resonances, further simulations
were carried out assuming an infinite periodic array analysis. The reflection
coefficient in the presence of the feeding lines was significantly different from
those that were simulated in the design phase without the inclusion of the
long matching network. In Fig. 7, the simulated active reflection coefficient
when the array is radiating toward θ = 0◦ and ϕ = 0◦ is reported. It is
apparent that the array is completely mismatched at 5.25 and 7GHz. At
those frequencies, the simulations explicitly show the coexistence of common
and differential modes in the long transmission lines. In Fig. 8, a schematic
view of the electric current distribution along the feeding lines shows common
mode propagation at 7 GHz, in correspondence of the resonance, while at
8 GHz the designed differential mode is dominant. It should be noted that
these resonances are sharp and the radiation patterns, not reported here
for brevity, do not indicate polarization degradation. However, the same
simulations realized for the array radiating toward θ = 45◦ and ϕ = 45◦ also
show significant increases of the cross-polarized field levels. In practice, the
scanning performance of the prototype array is limited by common modes
excited in the vertical feeding lines. Needless to say that the infinite array
configurations, while of great help in understanding the physics, overestimate
the coherence of these standing waves, which are much less strong in a finite
array (Fig. 6).
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Figure 7: Active reflection coefficient for an infinite array when radiating
towards θ = 0◦ and ϕ = 0◦.

Figure 8: Surface current distribution at 7 and 8 GHz.

4 Common mode analysis

In order to analyse the common-mode resonance, we considered the sim-
plified case of an infinite two-dimensional array of dipoles with periodicity
dx and dy, as shown in Fig. 9. The array elements are fed by CPS lines,
whose length is equal to l. For sake of generality, no backing reflector is
introduced. However, typically connected arrays involve the presence of a
backing reflector. Accordingly, the transmission line lengths are in the order
of a quarter of the free space wavelength. This is the length necessary to
reach the ground-plane level, where the electronic circuits are located.
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Figure 9: Geometry of a two dimensional array of dipoles fed by CPS lines.

As an example, in the most standard design situation in which the pe-
riodicity of the array is about half wavelength, and the vertical lines are
a quarter wavelength, two neighboring feeding lines and the electrical con-
nection via the dipole constitute a one wavelength continuous electric path
(dx +2l = λ) and create a strong cross-polarizing standing wave. The active
input impedance for dx = dy = 15mm, l = 7.5mm, is shown in Fig. 10. In
addition to the expected grating lobe and the guided pole resonances, a peak
of the impedance appears at 10 GHz. By observing the vector current distri-
bution, the resonance can be recognized as associated with common-mode
distribution in the CPS lines (Fig. 11). According to the third definition
of cross-pol by Ludwig, [11], common-mode currents along z radiate strong

Figure 10: Real (–) and imaginary (- -) part of the active input impedance,
for θ = 45◦ and ϕ = 45◦.
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Figure 11: Surface current distribution at 10 GHz.

cross-polarized fields when scanning on the diagonal plane. In Fig. 12, the
ratio between co-pol and cross-pol fields rapidly increases in proximity of the
resonance at 10 GHz. Therefore, to ensure low cross-pol level, the length
of the path 2l + dx should be significantly shorter than a wavelength in or-
der to shift the common-mode resonances at higher frequencies, outside the
operational bandwidth of the array.

Figure 12: Cross-pol level when pointing at θ = 45◦ and ϕ = 45◦.
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5 Resonance-free array design

A CPS-to-CPS transformer, based on aperture coupling, has been de-
signed to shorten the length of continuous current paths and to reject com-
mon-mode propagation. A schematic view of the component is shown in
Fig. 13, where the ground plane on which the slot is etched is assumed to
be infinite along x. The component is divided in two parts separated by
the ground plane. The part at z = h, hereinafter the primary circuit, com-
prises a transition from CPS lines to Grounded CPS (GCPS) lines, then a
power divider that splits the circuit in two equal halves, which are even-
tually re-connected in correspondence of a coupling slot. The secondary
circuit at z = −h is the same as the primary, but mirrored with respect
to the slot. The initial input from the CPS lines can be associated with a
differential-mode or a common-mode type of current. The common mode in
input corresponds to a zero of electric current in correspondence of the slot.
In turn, this translates in no electric current being excited in the secondary
circuit of the transformer.

Figure 13: Geometry of the transformer.

The condition for high transmission levels of the differential mode is
Zcell � Zslot, where Zslot is the impedance of the slot and Zcell is the con-
nected array element loading. Therefore, the bandwidth of the transformer
is wider for low values of Zcell. Normally, the input impedance of an evenly
sampled array (dx = dy) in the presence of a backing reflector is about
ζ0 ≈ 400Ω. However, since Zcell is proportional to dx/dy, lower impedances
can be obtained by considering a denser sampling of the array in the longi-
tudinal direction. For example, with 4 feeds per cell (dx = λ0/8), the input
impedance at each feed point becomes Zcell = ζ0/4 ≈ 100Ω. The CPS-
to-CPS or CPS-to-MS (balun) transitions can be made compact on high
permittivity dielectric (εr = 10), and the same number on T/R modules can
be kept by means of power dividers (Fig. 13).
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Figure 14: Geometry of a unit cell of a connected array with periods dx =
dy = λ0/2.

Figure 15 shows the cross-pol ratio as a function of the frequency for the
geometry depicted in Fig. 14. For an array designed to work until 10 GHz,
the cross-pol level remains lower than -14 dBs within the band of the array,
while the common-mode resonance appears at a higher frequency (11 GHz).
This is because the path p, shown in Fig. 14, has an electric length shorter
than one wavelength at the frequencies within the operational band of the
array, avoiding the occurrence of resonances.

An alternative design, which avoids a dense array sampling and the use
of several power dividers in the feeding network, has also been developed.
This common mode rejection structure, which is based on the combination

Figure 15: Cross-pol level when pointing at θ = 45◦, ϕ = 45◦, for the
geometry in Fig. 14.
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b c

Figure 16: Loop geometry (a) and the associated magnetic field in a cross
section at 7 GHz (b) and 15 GHz (c).

of a loop and a sleeve balun, has been optimized for a higher frequency
band. In order to clarify the working principle of such a structure, it is
important to focus the attention first on a single loop, as for example the
one in Fig. 16(a). If the loop is fed with a common mode distribution, we can
observe the following behavior of the currents in the two lines: in the lower
frequency range, the currents flowing in the loop have equal phase, while
at higher frequencies different portions of the loops are flown by currents
with different phases. This is confirmed by the magnetic filed distributions
shown in Fig. 16(b) and 16(c). These pictures show the magnetic field
in a cross section of the loop structure, calculated via Ansoft HFSS, at 7
and 15 GHz, respectively. When most electric currents in the loop are in
phase (Fig. 16(b)), there is a coherent adding of the magnetic fields. This
produces a magnetic field circuitation with high contributions in the center of
the selected cross section. The second configuration, at 15 GHz, corresponds
to the case in which the electric currents in the loop are essentially divided in
two parts with opposite phases, generating cancelling magnetic fields, which
in turn produce a magnetic field circuitation with close to zero contributions
in the center of the selected cross section (Fig. 16(c)).

As a consequence, at frequencies higher than a certain threshold, the
average distributed inductance of the loop becomes lower and lower, creat-
ing a strong impedance discontinuity. The mismatch is such that almost
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no common-mode propagation is allowed through the component. This ef-
fect is quantified in Fig. 17, by the S-parameters pertinent to differential
(Fig. 17(a)) and common mode (Fig. 17(b)). A 10 dBs common-mode re-
jection is observed from about 9 to 22 GHz, while no blockage is observed
by the differential mode up to 16 GHz. At this point, it is clear that al-
though the single loop is sufficient to achieve the wanted suppression of
the common mode, nevertheless the conversion from a balanced (CPS) to
an unbalanced (micro-strip) line has not yet been performed. As shown in
Fig. 18(d), if a CPS to micro-strip transformation is added below the ground
plane level (Fig. 18(a)), cross-pol deteriorates (continuous curve). A single
sleeve balun would also fail, due to electrical connection between adjacent
elements (Fig. 18(b) and dotted curve). In a connected structure, in fact,
the continuity of the current at the dipole edges prevents the resonance
condition present in the case of a single resonant antenna which is at the
base of the sleeve balun working principle. The joint use of loop and sleeve
balun (Fig. 18(c) and dashed curve) recreates these conditions and allows
the cross-pol field to be at least 14 dBs lower than the co-pol field, within
the operational band (10.5–14.5 GHz; Fig. 18(e)), in all the scanning planes.

a b

Figure 17: S-parameters of the loop for the differential mode (a) and the
common mode (b).

6 Conclusions

In the last decades, the number of antennas on board of modern radar and
communication platforms has shown a tremendous increase. An interesting
and significant example is given by typical RF functions on board of multi-
function frigates. These range from 200 MHz up to 18 GHz. The complete
band in between these two frequencies is allocated to several functions, in-
cluding: UHF communication, Electronic warfare Support Measure (ESM),
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Figure 18: (d) Cross-pol levels at θ = 45◦, ϕ = 45◦ for three configurations:
loop (a), sleeve balun only (b) and loop + sleeve balun (c). (e) Active
reflection coefficient for configuration (c).

Electronic Counter Measure (ECM), radar, navigation, Identification Friend
or Foe (IFF), Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS), SHF
Satcom etc. Often these antennas use different polarizations and frequen-
cies. Furthermore, demands on antenna size reduction and higher levels of
integration have become more and more stringent, in order to reduce costs,
increase efficiency and satisfy structural integration requirements. These
trends and needs push for the development of flexible antenna solutions that
can cover wide bandwidths or multiple frequency bands, in order to serve
different functionalities. In this contribution, the development of a novel
connected phased array concept, started at TNO, has been presented. An
important issue related to the excitation of spurious common mode reso-
nances in the feeding lines of the array has been highlighted and discussed
in detail. The solution to this problem, consisting in a common mode re-
jection structure integrated in the antenna, has also been presented. The
final innovative wide-band phased array concept presented in this contribu-
tion is characterized by excellent performances, in terms of bandwidth and
polarization purity, over large scanning ranges.
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Abstract

This paper gives an overview of recent advancements on the design
of an innovative sparse array for multibeam satellite applications.
Just using a non-uniform placement of the radiators, without re-
sorting to any excitation taper, an array antenna able to satisfy
stringent requirements in terms of sidelobe level and beamwidth
has been designed. In order to reduced the number of active con-
trols, differently sized sub-arrays, composed of 1, 2 or 3 elementary
square array tiles, are used in the design.

1 Satellite communication: an overview

Nowadays satellite communication is able to connect the complete Earth,
providing, through multiple beam antennas, down-link and up-link coverage
over a field of view for personal communication, and direct broadcast over
linguistic areas. This coverage is guaranteed by several overlapping spots,
generated by large antenna apertures, adopting both frequency and polariza-
tion reuse. An example of Europe coverage by means of different overlapping
spots is given in Fig. 1.

In the past, these apertures have been usually generated using reflector
based architectures [1]. The disadvantage of this configuration is mainly
due to the lack of space on board of the satellite: if, for example, a 1:4
frequency reuse scheme is adopted with a one feed per beam architecture,
3–4 reflectors are needed. Another possibility is to use a Focal Array Fed
Reflector (FAFR) [2], able to generate the different beams with a single
aperture. Unfortunately this option is quite difficult to implement.

Antennas for Ubiquitous Radio Services in a Wireless Information Society
I.E. Lager and M. Simeoni (Eds.).    2010 IRCTR and IOS Press. All rights reserved.©
doi:10.3233/978-1-60750-487-0-43
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Figure 1: Example for a European multibeam coverage.

An alternative solution to the available ones, more appealing in terms
of mass and spacecraft accommodation, consists of employing phased array
antennas. Based on a single planar aperture, phased arrays would be a
natural choice to generate multiple beams but they have been often discarded
essentially because of their complexity and cost [3]. One way to make the
phased array solution more competitive consists in reducing as much as
possible the number of active elements and using all High Power Amplifiers
(HPA) at the same working point while maintaining under control the main
radiative characteristics [4].

Uniformly spaced array antennas have been studied in depth and several
methods, requiring an amplitude taper to be applied to the radiators, have
already been formulated in order to obtain a required radiation pattern. All
these methods result in the need for a phase shifter and an amplifier for each
array element. In order to reduce the number of controls and to shape the
beam without resorting to an amplitude taper, uniformly fed sparse arrays
can be used.

The synthesis of aperiodic arrays has been addressed several times in the
past [5]–[16]. While in the 60s and 70s the solutions proposed were essentially
deterministic [5]–[10], in the last years procedures based on statistic global
optimization techniques have been mainly presented [11]–[14]. Recently,
this interesting problem has been addressed again in [15]–[17], improving
the solutions proposed by Willey [7] and Doyle [9].

Deterministic solutions are to be preferred to statistical algorithms for
two main reasons: firstly, they allow obtaining real time results and, sec-
ondly, these synthesis techniques offer a solution with a controllable accu-
racy. Moreover, the results obtained applying deterministic methods may
be directly used or adopted as the starting point for a global optimization
approach.
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The synthesis of aperiodic arrays has recently gained a renewed interest
especially for the design of multibeam satellite antennas [17, 18]. Most of
the techniques presented for the design of aperiodic arrays deal with the case
of linear arrays. In the case of a planar array design, the easiest approach is
to synthesize two linear arrays and, then, project them on two (orthogonal)
axes via pattern multiplication [19]. If this simplification is not done, the
designer has a higher number of degrees of freedom but the problem increases
also in complexity.

In this paper the equi-power sub-arrays constituting the aperiodic array
antenna are placed on a lattice reproducing the positions of the sunflower
seeds, opportunely adjusted according to a desired tapering law. This par-
ticular non-uniform lattice is selected, as explained in the following sections,
essentially because it guarantees a favorable radial and azimuthal spreading
of the element positions. In this way, the pattern in the sidelobes and grating
lobes regions tends towards a plateau-like shape [6], avoiding the presence of
high narrow peaks and completely overruling onset of grating lobes (GL’s).
Moreover, by manipulating the element positions with the presented tech-
nique, the beamwidth can be adjusted and the sidelobe level (SLL) kept
under an assigned value without using any amplitude taper. This planar
array can be considered in the design of a transmit direct radiating array for
a communication antenna deployed on a geostationary satellite.

2 Sparse array antenna synthesis

Starting from a regular spiral placement of the elements, able to guaran-
tee a good spreading of the energy associated to SLL and GL’s in a planar
array and to obtain a quite uniform filling of the given aperture, the position
of the radiators are then modified according to a proper density taper.

The chosen reference spiral is the Fermat spiral (Fig. 2) which has the
property of enclosing equal areas within every turn. This spiral is quite often
found in nature. In particular, there are leafs and seeds whose positions can
be obtained by sampling a Fermat spiral equation. When it is important to
have a uniform subdivision of the space, the parameters ruling the angular
and radial placement along the spiral are related to the Golden Ratio [20].
More in details: if the angular distance between successive elements is chosen
to equal the Golden angle (approximately 2.399963 radians – an irrational
value), it is impossible to have two or more elements in the spiral array
characterized by the same φ angle. Thanks to this interesting property, the
element packing result to be efficient, as it will be clearly shown in Figs. 3 (a)
and 4 (a).
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Figure 2: The Fermat spiral and its associated coordinate system.

2.1 Uniform spiral array

Let us consider elements placed along a spiral like the one depicted in
Fig. 2, according to the following equations [21]

ρn = s

√
n

π
, for n = 1, . . . , N (1)

φ′
n = 2πnβ1, for n = 1, . . . , N (2)

where ρn is the distance from the spiral center to the nth element, n =
1, . . . , N , with N denoting the total number of elements, the parameter β1

controls the angular displacement φ′ between two consecutive elements, and
the parameter s denotes the distance between the elements in the xOy plane.
Assume a sparse array deployed on a circular aperture of radius Rap along
the Fermat spiral, with element locations given by the expression (1) and (2).
In this manner, the positions of the elements in the sunflower array depend
only on n via a trivial equation. This placement strategy is illustrated in
Fig. 3 (a), that presents such an array consisting of 250 elements.

It can be demonstrated [17, 21] that this kind of array element placement
leads to an almost uniform distance s between the radiators. This property is
attractive when the interest focuses on avoiding GL, only, without a control
of the SLL. As for the SLL, it remains around 17dB, irrespective of the
number of elements in the array and the spacing factor s (see Fig. 3 (b)).
This is consistent with the element distribution replicating a uniform current
distribution on a circular aperture.
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Figure 3: Uniform sunflower array antenna consisting of 250 elements, as-
sembled according to the algorithm described in [21]. (a) Distribution of the
250 elements; (b) pertaining array factor in the {x = 0}–plane (thick, black
line) and {y = 0}–plane (thin, gray line); the angle θ measures the tilting
with respect to the Oz axis.

It is now clear that the only possibility to control the SLL, as well, is
by introducing a density taper. In the next section it will be demonstrated
how, by translating a Taylor amplitude tapering law [22] into a corresponding
spatial density law, the SLL can be drastically reduced.

2.2 Non-uniform element placing

The spiral aperiodic lattice with a uniform element density introduced
in the previous paragraph is an excellent starting point to apply a space
tapering process. The spreading of the elements in the spiral arms guarantees
an optimal behavior in terms of GL even when the inter-element spacing is
larger than λ. In order to be able to control the SLL it is possible to vary
the elements positions with respect to the array center, thus obtaining an
effect similar to an amplitude taper.

The space taper technique presented here consists of choosing a reference
amplitude distribution whose pattern satisfies the assigned requirements and
emulates it by varying the radiator distance from the center. Specifically, a
Taylor amplitude taper law with a certain SLL and n̄ [22] has been selected
as a reference and the locations of the elements in the sparse array are
determined by means of a simple, 2 steps algorithm.

Let A(r) denote the Taylor amplitude taper and Rap the radius of the en-
visaged circular aperture. Firstly, N positions ρn, n = 1, . . . , N are selected
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by sequentially applying the relations

2π
∫ ρn

Rn−1

A(r)rdr =
2π
2N

∫ Rap

0
A(r)rdr, n = 1, . . . , N (3)

2π
∫ Rn

Rn−1

A(r)rdr =
2π
N

∫ Rap

0
A(r)rdr, n = 1, . . . , N (4)

with R0 = 0 and RN = Rap. Note that Eq. (3) emulates the desired ta-
per by equating the surface integral over the annular ring delimited by the
interval between Rn−1 and ρn to half of the nth part of the total aperture
excitation. Subsequently, the element positions are determined by choosing
their pertaining azimuth angle φn according to

φ′
n = 2πn

√
5 + 1
2

, for n = 1, . . . , N. (5)

It should be noted that the effectively obtained aperture radius will be
lower than the initially targeted Rap. Nevertheless, in the case when a large
number of elements is used, this deviation will have a negligible impact on
the obtained beamwidth.
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Figure 4: Tapered sunflower array antenna consisting of 250 elements. (a)
Distribution of the 250 elements; (b) pertaining array factor in the {x = 0}–
plane (thick, black line) and {y = 0}–plane (thin, gray line); the angle θ
measures the tilting with respect to the Oz axis.

The result of this placement strategy is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) where a
56λ radius aperture is filled with 250 elements distributed in a manner such
that obtains a pattern similar to the one achievable with a Taylor amplitude
law characterized by an SLL = 32dB and n̄ = 4. A total number N = 250 is
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selected as an example. The array factor shown in Fig. 4 (b) clearly evidences
the effect of the density taper on the reduction of the SLL, especially the
ones close to the main-beam.

3 Application to a GEO satellite communication
problem

The transmitting antenna considered in this study is operating in the
Ka-band (19.7–20.2 GHz) and may have a maximum diameter of 1.5 m. The
starting point considers a quasi-circular, direct radiating array with dimen-
sions deemed to be sufficient for providing the required maximum gain and
beam-width (see Table 1). The array must generate 64 spot beams. The to-
tal frequency band is divided into 4 sub-bands, and each of them is assigned
to a set of beams so that there are no adjacent pencil beams using the same
frequency resource. Figure 1 shows the footprint on the Earth of these 64
pencil beams.

The procedure described in the previous section has been extended and
generalized also for the case in which the radiators are not all identical. In
view of all elements being fed with the same power while, in turn, consist-
ing (per type) of different numbers of equally fed individual radiators, it is
obvious that the amplitude of the signal fed to the elements will differ, per
type. Let

BE(m) = Nr(m)

√
PE(m)
Nr(m)

, for m = 1, . . . ,M (6)

be the relevant amplitude, where PE(m) is the (identical) power quotient
delivered to the relevant element. Assume now that the total number of
elements per type is fixed beforehand. With these prerequisites, each element
is placed inside concentric rings of radii Rn−1 < Rn, n = 1, . . . , N , with

Table 1: Mission Requirements

Number of spots 64
Spot diameter 0.65◦

Inter-spot distance 0.56◦

Rx band 29.5 − 30.0GHz
Tx band 19.7 − 20.2GHz

Frequency reuse 1:4
EOC gain 43.8dBi

SLL1 over the interfering areas 20dBi
SLL2 over the Earth 25dBi

SLL3 over the whole visible space 30dBi
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R0 = 0 and RN = Rap (the radius of the complete aperture). The remaining
radii Rn are calculated iteratively, by solving the integral equation

2π
∫ Rn

Rn−1

A(r)rdr = BE(m)
∣∣
n
, for n = 1, . . . , N (7)

with BE(m)
∣∣
n

denoting the element amplitude associated with the type m
to which the element n belongs.

This extension of the previously discussed formulation allows a further
reduction of the number of elements, by using small sub-arrays in the array
center and larger ones at the periphery. Different configurations are possible
depending on how the sub-arrays are formed. Note that, from a technolog-
ical point of view, it is really convenient to have sub-arrays composed of a
different number of identical basic ‘bricks’.

Figure 5: Square tile consisting of 16 patches.

In order to prove the concept here presented, a demonstrator, working at
7.5 GHz, has been realized. As elementary tile, a square sub-array consisting
of 16 cavity backed patches, whose design was provided by Thales Alenia
Space France, has been used (see Fig. 5). Thanks to the particular elements
orientation and to the proper design of the feeding line embedded in the tile,
this sub-array guarantees a perfect circular polarization over the θ-range
of interest. These basic elements have been grouped in larger sub-arrays
consisting of 1, 2 or 3 square tiles (see Fig. 6) and used as radiators in the
array environment. In this way it has been possible to better exploit the
available antenna aperture with a reduced number of active chains, and at
the same time, keep the complexity of the configuration low by using the
same basic tile for assembling the three types of sub-arrays.
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Figure 6: Position of the sub-arrays in the sun-flower configuration. All
sub-arrays receive the same power.

The results achieved with the presented configuration are shown in Figs. 7
and 8. In the first one it is possible to appreciate how the taper applied to
the sub-array positions can shape the pattern, reducing in a significant way
the SLL in the desired field of view.
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Figure 7: Radiation pattern at boresight for the configuration in Fig. 6 in
the {x = 0}–plane (continuous, dark gray line) and {y = 0}–plane (dashed,
gray line); the angle θ measures the tilting with respect to the Oz axis. The
design mask is indicated by continuous, black lines.
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Figure 8: Pattern for the discussed array configuration with the beam point-
ing at Europe’s edge.

The array factors in the {x = 0} and {y = 0} planes have been plotted
in Fig. 7 for the beam pointing at boresight. The radiation pattern result-
ing from the sunflower configuration can be considered almost rotationally
symmetric over Europe (θ ∈ [−4◦, 4◦]).

Figure 8 represents the array radiation pattern when the beam is pointing
at Europe’s edge. Thanks to the color choice, with a threshold at the 20 dBi
level, it is possible to notice that the SLL is not exceeding the requested level
but remains under 19 dBi. In both cases, the achieved results comply with
the demanding requirements given in Table 1 both when the beam points at
boresight and when it points at the edges of Europe.

4 Conclusions

An analytic synthesis procedure to design aperiodic planar arrays which
guarantees the control of SLL, GL and beamwidth without introducing any
amplitude tapering has been presented. Starting from an array deployed on
a non-regular lattice and characterized by a uniform spatial density of the
elements, the density function has been modified in order to fit a reference
amplitude tapering. The design technique has been applied for the design of
a transmit Direct Radiating Array for a multibeam satellite communication
mission. Three different kinds of sub-arrays have been used in the array
synthesis in order to reduce the number of controls while maintaining good
performances satisfying the mission requirements.
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Abstract

An overview on the design of increasingly wider bandwidth radia-
tors that are amenable to being integrated in array configurations is
presented. The initial step is represented by moderate bandwidth
radiator of the cavity backed patch antennas. The bandwidth char-
acteristics are then substantially increased by combining coplanar
waveguide (CPW) feedings and profiled dipoles, the result being
radiators with unprecedented performances. This type of radiators
are further refined for improving their time-domain adequacy or
for ensuring intrinsic filtering properties.

1 Introduction

Larger bandwidth is one of the most frequently invoked requirements in
present day radio applications: it is indispensable for ensuring the needed
resolution in radar applications and it is, together with increasingly sophis-
ticated protocols, the driving force behind enhancing the data rate in the
communication channels. With reference to the latter, it is worth noting
that the adoption of the First Report and Order by the Federal Communi-
cation Commission (FCC) [1] that permitted the commercial operation of
Ultra Wide Band (UWB) technology unleashed a research activity of con-
siderable proportions for developing the appropriate means for transforming
the UWB technology from a high-end utility into a quotidian commodity.

Literally, the FCC defines an antenna as being UWB when it has a

Antennas for Ubiquitous Radio Services in a Wireless Information Society
I.E. Lager and M. Simeoni (Eds.).    2010 IRCTR and IOS Press. All rights reserved.©
doi:10.3233/978-1-60750-487-0-55
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fractional (relative) bandwidth of 20%, this value being 25% in the case of
the radar domain [2]. Nevertheless, this (apparently) simple estimator leaves
room for several side notes. Firstly, one must observe that, as resolution and
data rate are systems related features, so should bandwidth be thought of in
relation to the supported system. It then follows that, especially in the case of
array antennas, an ingenious system design may supplement for limitations
of the elements constituting it, thus inducing some relativity in the interpre-
tation of the bandwidth. For example, by assembling on the same aperture
several moderate bandwidth radiators having different, but contiguous, op-
erational bandwidths, the collective performance of the array will be (ultra)
wide band. Furthermore, by restricting the assessment of the radiator capa-
bilities to their impedance matching bandwidth (the one that is accounted for
in [2]), the UWB qualifier may turn out to be insufficiently substantiated.
The impedance matching over a certain bandwidth should be complemented
over the same bandwidth by a series of additional features, such as stable
radiation characteristics, extremely low group delay, etc. Moreover, when
the radiators are to be integrated in array environments, avoiding the onset
of grating lobes makes miniaturization an imperative factor when the arrays
are to be operated over an (ultra) wide bandwidth.

Addressing in a systematic and innovative manner this type of aspects
provided the grounds for the International Research Centre for Telecommu-
nications and Radar (IRCTR) to initiate in 2004 the Wide Band Sparse
Element Array Antennas (WiSE) project. One of its two directions of ac-
tivity was represented by compiling a catalogue of moderate to (ultra) wide
band radiators amenable to being included in (planar) array antennas. This
contribution summarizes some of the most notable achievements of this line
of research. To benign with, Section 2 discusses a number of cavity backed
patch type radiators. Although they are characterized by a moderate band-
width (in the range of 10%) these antennas are excellently adapted for being
employed in planar arrays. The next step is represented by the presentation
in Section 3 of a class of CPW-fed radiators having an omnidirectional radi-
ation followed, in Section 4, by the introduction of some extremely valuable
variants that offer unidirectional radiation. The catalogue is completed in
Section 5 by the discussion of some multi-frequency radiators. The account
will be finalized by drawing some conclusions.

2 Cavity backed patch radiators

The possibilities offered by the cavity backed patch topology were recog-
nized already in the early stages of the WiSE project. It should be observed
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that, although examples of remarkably wide band radiators of this type are
available in the literature [3, 4], this configuration yields, in general, a mod-
erate bandwidth. This is the more so the case when, in view of ensuring
technological reproducibility and compactness, a stratified, microwave lam-
inate technology is used. Nevertheless, these radiators are extremely well
suited to array environments and posses some interesting features, such as a
potentially high polarization purity. Moreover, the topology lends itself to
an accurate numerical modeling using, for example, the boundary-integral,
resonant modes expansion (BI-RME) method [5], the application of which
to the cavity backed patch architectures being elaborately discussed in [6].
This numerical tool can constitute the computational engine in complex and
effective optimization schemes, as discussed in [6], as well.

These favorable properties provided the grounds for a number of radiators
of this type to be designed, manufactured and physically validated within
the WiSE project, both as individual antennas and integrated in arrays. In
the following, a selection of the most representative outcomes of this research
line will be discussed.

2.1 Cavity backed (stacked) patch antennas – initial experi-
ments

The first type of antennas in this class that were developed within the
WiSE project concerned probe-fed, circular patches, possibly with an addi-
tional parasitic patch, the generic configuration for the latter, more complex,
variant being shown in Fig. 1. The geometrical parameters of the radiator
were subject to grid-search optimization strategies for enhancing the op-
erational bandwidth in the targeted X frequency band. This notoriously
computation time consuming operation was greatly reduced by resorting
to an accurate, semi-analytic approach combining the BI-RME and mode-
matching methods with a Generalized Admittance description of the com-
plete chain consisting from the succession of the various waveguide sections
that can be recognized in Fig. 1 (a) (see [6, 7] for a detailed description of this
formalism). This procedure allowed designing a number of moderate band
elementary antennas. A particularly relevant design referred to a pair of an-
tennas having the operational bandwidths1 7.9÷8.4GHz and 8.6÷9.3GHz,
respectively. These antennas were initially, tested as individual radiators
and, subsequently, integrated in a non-periodic, shared aperture, planar ar-
ray containing 31 and 32 elements of the two kinds, respectively [7].

The array antenna experiments provided a clear evidence of the high
1All operational bandwidths quoted in this work are defined with respect to a VSWR �

2 condition, with VSWR denoting the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio.
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Figure 1: The configuration concerning the double patch antenna. (a) Top
view; (b) axial cross-section.

level of isolation between the elements ensured by the cavity enclosure. In
this sense, the measured reflection coefficient plots in Fig. 2 is characterized
by a high degree of uniformity of this parameter for elements embedded
in a highly non-uniform array environment. This behavior could only be
obtained when the individual radiators were well isolated from each other,
an effect that can only be attributed to the employed cavities.

The experience gained in this phase of the project laid the basis for
developing a coplete family of such radiators, as will be shown below. All
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Figure 2: The frequency dependence of the active reflection coefficient for
each elementary radiator in the two sub-arrays; the solid contours indicate
the levels corresponding to VSWR=2 and VSWR=1.5, respectively. (a) Per-
formance of the sub-array SAL operating in the 7.9÷8.4GHz bandwidth; (b)
performance of the sub-array SAH operating in the 8.6÷9.3GHz bandwidth.

hereafter discussed radiators share the two main benefits already attested by
the configuration shown in Fig. 1: a superior inter-element separation and
a remarkable ease of manufacturing due to the use of vias for emulating the
cavity enclosure. Additionally, some of the radiators will also benefit from
another advantage of the embedded patch configuration, namely from the
fact that the aperture radiation ensures a higher polarization purity.

2.2 High polarization purity cavity backed patch antennas

For assembling an array antenna consisting of radiating elements having
high polarization purity, a special design has been implemented. The re-
sulting antenna, shown in Fig. 3, consists of a cavity embedded microstrip
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a b

Figure 3: The elementary radiator designed for the polarization agile array
(a) Front view; (b) back view.

patch which is radiating through a rectangular slot. This particular geome-
try was selected in order to provide a good inter-element isolation between
neighboring elements in the array environment, this feature being provided,
as already indicated, by the cavity enclosure of the antenna. As before, the
metallic walls are emulated by rows of equally-spaced metal plated through
holes. The antenna is fed from the rear so to enable compact array arrange-
ments. The elongated shape of the radiating slot provides high polarization
purity to the radiated field. The antenna is manufactured with standard
multilayer printed circuit board technology.

2.3 The cavity-backed slotted-patch antenna

a b

Figure 4: The cavity-backed U-slot patch antenna. (a) Top view; (b) Bottom
view.
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With the goal of designing an antenna that would be amenable to be
integrated in planar arrays, operate over reasonably wide frequency bands
and be produced in an inexpensive and reliable manner, the cavity-backed
U-slot patch (CUP) antenna [9] has been introduced. The idea behind the
CUP antenna relies on the fact that the only method for inhibiting the sur-
face waves propagation that allows for using compact elementary antennas is
the cavity enclosure of the radiators themselves (see the overview in [10] and
the references therein). This procedure results in the so-called cavity-backed
patch antennas (CBPAs). The main features of the CBPAs are: minia-
turization, suppression of surface waves, electromagnetic shielding from the
neighboring circuitry and reduced backward radiation. The miniaturization
can be achieved by filling the cavity hosting the antenna with higher per-
mittivity dielectric materials, while all other aforementioned features derive
directly form the use of the cavity enclosure. In view of ensuring an in-
creased impedance bandwidth, the radiator to be enclosed in the metallic
cavity is chosen as a U-slot patch antenna. The resulting ensemble, the
CUP antenna, was described for the first time in [11], where its potential
for phased array applications was demonstrated. It is very compact, allow-
ing for closely packed array arrangements that yield wide grating lobes-free
scanning. The radiator can be manufactured in standard printed circuit
board (PCB) technology from a single microwave laminate, this ensuring
its economical and accurate production [12]. The experimental prototype
designed at IRCTR, displayed in Fig. 4, has bulk dimensions of about half a
wavelength at the operational frequency of 10 GHz and exhibits a matching
bandwidth of about 10% at the expense of a poor cross-polarization level
(about -10 dB below the co-polar component) for observation angles away
from the boresight direction (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Simulated and measured return loss concerning the cavity-backed
slotted-patch antenna.
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3 CPW fed omnidirectional UWB radiators

The WiSE project set itself the task of developing antennas ensuring a
50% system operational bandwidth. In this respect, the radiators described
in Section 2 offer a bandwidth of only around 10%. While preliminary studies
demonstrated that such radiators may be assembled in arrays that meet the
50% bandwidth requirement, the resulting architecture turned out to be
very complex and to have a relatively low gain and insufficient aperture
efficiency. Consequently, the explorations turned towards developing truly
UWB elements that could directly yield the aimed at operational bandwidth.

A strategic choice for achieving this goal was opting for a Coplanar
Waveguide (CPW) feeding. A first type of antennas in this category is
characterized by an omnidirectional radiation pattern. In the following, this
type will be exemplified by means of two representative radiators referred to
as the ‘Eared’ and the ‘Tulip’ loop antennas.

3.1 The ‘Eared’ antenna

Lmax

Figure 6: The ‘Eared’ antenna.

A physical implementation of the ‘Eared’ antenna is shown in Fig. 6. The
device is etched on a commercially available Rogers Rogers RT/duroid R© 5870
[13] high frequency laminate with a relative permittivity εr = 2.33 at an op-
erating frequency of f0 = 9GHz. The maximum linear dimension of this
device, denoted as Lmax in Fig. 6, amounts to 12mm. The radiator consists
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of several sections the effects of which on the antenna performance being in-
vestigated in detail in [14, 15]. The feeding sections were extended in order
to facilitate the measurement of the device’s matching and radiation char-
acteristics. The simulated and measured return loss frequency dependencies
are presented in Fig. 7, with the simulated results predicting an operational
bandwidth of 150% stretching between 6.5GHz and 45GHz. Note that the
measurements were limited by the operational bandwidth of the employed
connector. The antenna has omnidirectional radiation patterns with low
cross-polar components (i.e. −25 dB at the desing frequency) [14, 15].
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Figure 7: Simulated and measured return loss frequency dependencies con-
cerning ‘Eared’ antenna.

The initial ‘Eared’ antenna was re-engineered for making it suitable to
Impulse Radio applications, the targetted frequency range stretching, in
that case, between 3.1 and 10.6 GHz. That variant was shown to have an
impedance bandwidth of 169%, between 2.7 and 33 GHz. The Impulse Ra-
dio variant was also subject to a time domain performance assessment, the
measured results evidencing remarkably low group delay variations that were
below 4 ns up to 10 GHz [16].

Since, as mentioned in Section 1, the aim of the WiSE project was to
assess the performance of the designed radiators in array environments, two
linear arrays composed of 7 and 15 ‘Eared’ antenna were manufactured,
the latter device being presented in Fig. 8. The frequency and scanning
angle dependences of the (combined) array reflection coefficient magnitude
which are presented in Fig. 9 attest that the linear array has an operational
bandwidth of 61%, between 8GHz and 15GHz. Furthermore, an excellent
impedance matching was obtained for scanning angles between ϑ0 = 0◦ and
ϑ0 = 60◦ over the whole frequency band, with ϑ0 measuring the tilting from
the Oz axis in the {y = 0} − plane.
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Figure 8: Linear array of 15 ‘Eared’ antennas.
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Figure 9: Frequency and scanning angle dependencies of the (combined)
array reflection coefficient magnitude.

3.2 The ‘Tulip’ loop antenna

The second CPW fed antenna developed within WiSE was the so-called
‘Tulip’ loop antenna, a sample of which being shown in Fig. 10. The device is
manufactured from the commercially available Rogers Rogers RO/duroidR©

4003 high frequency laminate [17], with a relative permittivity εr = 3.55
at an operating frequency of f0 = 10GHz. The radiation is ensured by
the loop and the tuning stub inside it controls the impedance matching of
the antenna. The maximum dimension of the antenna, denoted by Lmax

in Fig. 10, is 11mm. The feed sections were again extended due to the
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Lmax

Figure 10: The ‘Tulip’ loop antenna.

reasons already discussed in Section 3.1. The frequency characteristic of the
magnitude of the reflection coefficient of the antenna is presented in Fig. 11,
the measured result indicating an operational bandwidth of 70%, stretching
between 7.2GHz and 15GHz. Similarly to the case of the ‘Eared’ antenna,
the ‘Tulip’ loop antenna has an omnidirectional radiation pattern (see [18]).
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Figure 11: Simulated and measured return loss frequency dependencies con-
cerning the ‘Tulip’ loop antenna.

For investigating the array performance of the ‘Tulip’ loop antenna, a
linear array consisting of 4 such elements was manufactured, the device
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being illustrated in Fig. 12. The feeding sections of the individual radiators
were separated by rows of equi-spaced slots in order to mitigate the strong
coupling that was evidenced by the initial numerical experiments effectuated
on this type of arrays [19]. The frequency and scanning angle dependencies
of the (combined) array reflection coefficient magnitude are presented in
Fig. 13. Except for a small region corresponding to scanning angles ϑ0 � 60◦

(ϑ0 measuring the tilting from the Oz axis in the {y = 0} − plane) and
frequencies f � 13.6GHz, the array performance satisfies the VSWR �
2 condition by a large margin. An elaborate discussion on the measured
performance of this array antenna is given in [20].

4 CPW-fed unidirectional antennas

The CPW-fed antennas presented in Section 3 have clearly demonstrated
UWB capabilities. Nevertheless, these devices are all characterized by omni-
directional radiation patterns, a feature that induces certain limitations for
both incorporating them in (planar) arrays and for using them in hand-held
communication devices. An intense effort was then invested in obtaining
CPW-fed radiators that maintain their UWB properties even when a back-
ing ground plane is added. The results of this research activity is illustrated
by two remarkable devices, the so-called ‘diapason’ and ‘dispersion-free’ an-
tennas that are hereafter analyzed.

x
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z
O

Figure 12: Linear array of CPW fed, printed, loop antennas.
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Figure 13: Frequency and scanning angle dependencies of the (combined)
array reflection coefficient magnitude for the array shown in Fig. 12.

4.1 The ‘diapason’ antenna

Over the past 60 years, microstrip and UWB antennas have been con-
stantly a topic of intense investigation and they seemingly reached their
maturity. However, it is generally recognized that the former suffer from a
reduced operational bandwidth while the latter are non-directive. The radi-
ator displayed in Fig. 14, referred to as the ‘diapason’ antenna, demonstrates
how the ease of fabrication and directivity of the microstrip antennas can be
reconciled with UWB performance.

The antenna is fed by an off-axis grounded coplanar waveguide (CPWG),
with the two ground plates that are visible in Fig. 14 being electrically
connected to the waveguide’s ground. The employed asymmetric diapason
stub counter-balances the reactance and the susceptance of the ring-loop slot
antenna. The device is supposed to be etched on a Rogers Rogers RT/duroid
R© 5880 microwave laminate [13], with 1/2 oz copper-cladding and a 5.5 mm
substrate thickness. The overall dimensions are 12.5 × 12.5 × 5.5mm, this
representing a 1 to 3 reduction with respect to the antenna presented in [21].

With these choices, the radiator displays unprecedented and unparal-
leled, multiple-octave impedance bandwidth performance, as shown in Fig. 15.
The obtained operational bandwidth is approximately 100 times larger than
the one reported in [21]. The key to obtaining this feature was provided by
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Figure 14: The ‘diapason’ antenna.

the innovative combination between an off-axis feeding and the unique unbal-
ance matching method. The result is the simplest and smallest, broadside,
unidirectional, super wide-band antenna ever recorded.
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Figure 15: Simulated input reflection coefficient for the ‘diapason’ antenna.
The inset shows a zoom-in on the X-band behavior of the antenna.
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4.2 The ‘dispersion-free’ antenna

The ability of radiators to transmit undistorted pulses, as required, for
example, by Impulse Radio applications, is decisively influenced by a dis-
persion free operation. In this respect, it has been observed that dispersion
is associated with structures that have multiple inflection points in their
frequency characteristics. By succeeding to circumvent this shortcoming,
IRCTR managed to devise a radiator that is characterized by both extremely
low dispersion and UWB impedance matching characteristics. This device,
termed as the ‘dispersion-free’ antenna, is depicted in Fig. 16.

Figure 16: The ‘dispersion-free’ antenna.

The radiator consists of a grounded substrate having a patch and a ring
etched on its top side. As was the case with the ‘diapason’ antenna, the
patch is fed by a CPWG, with the ring being grounded. The structure is
kept small for allowing for susceptance matching in the higher segment of
the operational frequency band. The notches in the patch physically force
the currents to flow along longer paths, making the patch (virtually) longer;
this makes it possible to neutralize the reactance in the lower end of the
frequency bandwidth. The stubs at the upper-side of the grounded ring are
extruded down to form capacitive gaps that provide paths for the flow of the
displacement currents. In this manner, more degrees of freedom are created
for tuning the antenna at lower frequencies. To conclude with, the carves at
the feeding point (the ‘neck’) of the patch allow a smooth CPWG to patch
transition. More details on the design and working principles of this radiator
can be found in [22], that article discussing a first previous version of the
‘dispersion-free’ antenna.
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Figure 17: Frequency characteristics of the ‘dispersion-free’ antenna. (a)
VSWR analysis; (b) group delay analysis.

The frequency characteristics of the ‘dispersion-free’ antenna are pre-
sented in Fig. 17. The plots demonstrate a remarkably wide and flat impedance
bandwidth and, at the same time, an extremely low group delay behavior.
In both respects, the presently discussed device evidences clearly superior
performances to those of the radiator reported in [22].

5 Multi-frequency antennas

A particularly interesting feature to be implemented in a radiator is en-
suring controllable filtering properties, the result being sometimes referred to
as a ‘filt-antenna’. This type of devices turned out to be extremely adequate
for the WiSE DEMO4

2 demonstrator, a concrete instantiation of the con-
cept being represented by the UWB antenna for tactical radio-location and
navigation (RAD-NAV) shown in Fig. 18. Through its embedded filtering
capabilities, this device safeguards the following frequency bands:

2DEMO4 demonstrator: a complex, wearable receive antenna system for a METRA
defined application.
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• the fixed and mobile satellite RAD-NAV bands L1 through L5;

• the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) ISM2.5G and ISM5.8G
radio bands as defined by the Radio communication sector of the In-
ternational Telecommunication Union (ITU-R);

• the complete FCC unlicensed UWB band (3.1 up to 10.6 GHz).

a b

Figure 18: The ‘RAD-NAV’ antenna. (a) Front side; (b) back side.

Figure 19: Vector network analyzer snapshot certifying the frequency selec-
tive properties of the ‘RAD-NAV’ antenna.

The antenna architecture consists of two identical, semi-elliptic patches
that are anti-simetrically placed on the two sides of a dielectric slab. The
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lower patch acts as a ground plane while the upper one, fed by means of
a microstrip line, represents the radiating element. Several notched shapes
are etched away from the radiator for matching and/or filtering purposes.
The antenna is manufactured from a Rogers Rogers RT/duroid R© 5880 mi-
crowave laminate [13], with 1/2 oz copper-cladding and a 0.787 mm substrate
thickness, the overall dimensions being 60 × 60 × 0.787mm. Note that the
design can be easily scaled up and down for accommodating the stringent
requirements pertaining to the DEMO4 demonstrator.

The measurement results in Fig. 19 are suggestive for the excellent ra-
diation properties of the manufactured device. Note that these results were
obtained in an electromagnetically extremely polluted environment, with si-
multaneous effects of connections, ends, edges, transitions, direct, multiple
and multipath reflections, and disturbances caused by adjacent equipment.
The fact that the measured were in very good agreement with the simulated
predictions is manifest for the robustness of the employed design (a truly
‘plug-and-play’ design).

6 Conclusions

The elementary antenna research and development activities within the
WiSE project were summarized. some high performance, easily manufac-
turable variants of cavity backed, patch antennas were presented, insisting
on their suitability to being embedded in planar arrays. Several CPW fed,
UWB radiators, having both omnidirectional and unidirectional radiation
patterns were then discussed. The elements of the former variety were shown
to operate adequately in linear arrays. As for the latter group, they set new
standards in the printed array area, with record breaking impedance band-
widths and extremely low group delays. The manners to implement filtering
properties in UWB antennas were also demonstrated.
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Abstract

Re-configurability is one of the key features in modern wireless
communications. Indeed, the increase of services provided imply
an optimized management of the electromagnetic spectrum, along
with strong miniaturization in order to allow for the cohabitation
of all these services on small handheld devices. Reconfigurable
antennas are one possible answer to these challenges. In this pa-
per, we will present designs of reconfigurable antennas and feeding
networks using recent technologies, namely MEMS (Micro Electro
Mechanical Systems) and Metamaterials.

1 Introduction

The electromagnetic spectrum available for wireless communication is
becoming more and more saturated, as new services in the field of wireless
communications [1], military communication systems [2], space communica-
tion platforms, collision avoidance systems [3, 4] and others emerge. This
trend sets an increasing challenge on antenna engineers: on one hand, the
number of services having to cohabite in a small volume increases rapidly,
while the spectrum is not unlimited. A possible solution to the challenges
due to this increase of demands is reconfigurability: only one antenna will
be used for all the applications, its characteristics being modified according
to the situation. Although multiband antennas can also be used to transmit
several standard with a single antenna, advantages of reconfiguration are,
among others, useful out-of-band rejection at the reconfigurable antenna
level, and reconfigurable antennas can potentially be tuned to an indefinite
number of operation frequencies (cognitive radio).

Antennas for Ubiquitous Radio Services in a Wireless Information Society
I.E. Lager and M. Simeoni (Eds.).    2010 IRCTR and IOS Press. All rights reserved.©
doi:10.3233/978-1-60750-487-0-75
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A consequence of this is that the gained space can be used either to op-
timize the antenna characteristics, or for other system elements. Another
important advantage is that antenna future requirements can be taken into
account during its design, allowing thus for a new life after the end of one
service. This latter point is especially appealing in the field of satellite
antennas. MEMS are useful and versatile devices to achieve antenna re-
configurability: they can be embedded directly into the radiating element
itself, in order to activate different parts of it, or to change its resonance
frequency, polarization and radiation patterns. But they can also be in the
antenna matching network as switches or tunable capacitors and in the an-
tenna feeding network of array antennas as tunable phase shifters or delay
lines. This usefulness of MEMS has been demonstrated through the boom
of publications on MEMS tunable antennas over the last years : we find
frequency reconfigurable antennas [5–21], antennas with tunable radiation
pattern [22–33], polarization reconfiguration [34–36] or combinations of all
this. MEMS tunable elements are also good candidates for reconfigurable
reflectarrays [37–42, 46] or for MIMO antennas [43–45].

In recent years, there has been a rapidly growing interest in engineered
materials commonly called ‘metamaterials’. Metamaterials (MTMs) are
broadly defined as artificial composite materials specifically engineered to
produce desired unusual electromagnetic properties not readily available in
nature. Among the unusual properties MTMs can exhibit, the one that has
retained most of the attention is negative refraction, which is achieved when
both the permittivity and the permeability of a medium are negative. Such
MTMs are referred to usually in the literature as left-handed media (LHM).

Most of the well demonstrated microwave applications of MTMs rely on
the transmission line (TL) approach, which mostly results in 1D or 2D planar
structures which can be conveniently analyzed, realized and measured [46,
47]. In principle, bulky 3D MTMs could be obtained by geometrical aggre-
gation of 2D structures. In all cases, TL-based MTMs are ideally suited for
integration and combination with MEMS, electronic chips and miniaturized
devices (see for instance [46, 47]).

MTMs have produced very interesting concepts in the antenna field. The
richness of their dispersion has been exploited for leaky-wave antennas with
forward/backward scanning capabilities, miniaturization of resonant anten-
nas, directivity and gain enhancement and multi-band behavior. Again,
most of these concepts have been demonstrated with TL-based MTMs and
in particular with the so-called balanced composite right/left-handed trans-
mission line (CRLH TL) [46,47], for which a typical dispersion diagram is
shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Typical dispersion diagram for a balanced CRLH TL.

Avoiding technicalities, it can be just said that the CRLH TL usually
shows a large negative phase constant at low frequency. This leads to a small
guided wavelength λg = 2π/|β| which allows to obtain a given phase-shift
with a smaller physical length and also to obtain a λg/2 field distribution
over a physically small distance [50]. In both cases the antenna and its
eventual beamforming network can be miniaturized.

In general, it can be said that the MTMs achieved improvements over
conventional antennas are size reduction, dual/multi-band behavior, en-
hanced directivity and novel functionalities. Most of the well demonstrated
antenna applications can be found in two distinct classes: leaky-wave anten-
nas and resonant antennas.

a. Leaky-wave antennas

It is known that leaky-wave (LW) radiation occurs when the phase
velocity of a wave propagating along an open structure exceeds the
velocity of light (fast-wave propagation). As can be seen on the dis-
persion diagram of Fig. 1, the CRLH TL exhibits a fast-wave region
around the transition frequency f0, where β remains between the two
light lines. As a result, a simple open CRLH TL can be used as a
leaky-wave antenna (LWA) in this frequency range [46, 47].

The most interesting particularity of these antennas is that they can
radiate in the forward (f > f0) and backward (f < f0) directions with
continuous scanning through broadside (at f0). In contrast, conven-
tional LWAs can radiate forward or backward, depending on the mode
used, but they do not allow broadside radiation. Moreover, it is notice-
able that CRLH TL LWAs radiate in their dominant mode, thereby
not requiring any special feeding system as is the case for conventional
LWAs using higher order radiating modes.
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Improved versions of these antennas have been subsequently proposed.
For instance, varactors have been included in each cell of the CRLH TL
to achieve beam-scanning and tunable beamwidth at a fixed frequency
[51, 52]. Obviously, MEMS could be used in similar applications.

b. Resonant antennas

As mentioned, miniaturized resonant antennas can be obtained by
making use of the large negative phase constant β that can be achieved
at low frequency [53]. This principle has also been applied to dipole
antennas [54].

The CRLH TL also allows obtaining low values of |β| (positive or
negative), hence large values of λg, which can be used for the design
of enlarged half-wavelength resonant antennas with enhanced gain due
to larger radiation aperture. A CRLH TL at the transition frequency
f0 (infinite wavelength) acts a zero order resonator, whose resonant
frequency does not depend on its total size. Using this principle, zero
order resonant antennas have been proposed [50]. These structures can
be made much smaller than conventional λ/2 patch antennas. Ring
antennas obtained by wrapping around the two ends of a CRLH TL
have been proposed. The miniaturized square ring antenna of [56] uses
the β = 0 point, whereas the circular ring antenna of [57] is operated
in the two first right-handed/left-handed resonant modes (perimeter
= λ). This antenna can be fed at different points to achieve circular
polarization.

CRLH phase shifting lines can also be advantageously used in series-
fed antenna arrays. They allow for size reduction of the feed network
and reduction of the beam squinting with frequency, as explained in
[58]. A recent review on leaky-wave and resonant antennas based on
the CRLH TL can be found in [59].

This paper presents recent advances in our laboratory in the fields of
reconfigurable antennas and antennas using MTMs. Section 2 is devoted to
the presentation of MEMS based reconfigurable antennas, while Section 3
presents results on MTMs and MTM based antennas. Some final conclusions
are raised in Section 4.

2 MEMS based reconfigurability

Reconfigurability in an antenna can be provided by two different strate-
gies [60]: The device providing reconfigurability can be placed either in the
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Figure 2: Illustrative for the principle of a MEMS tunable reflectarray cell,
with a zoom in on the MEMS bridge.

antenna feeding circuit or in the radiating aperture itself. Obvious antenna
application are steerable phased arrays and multiband antennas, while po-
larization, and frequency reconfigurability can be achieved working in the
radiation aperture or on the feeding network. In this section we will first
present an example of MEMS reconfigurable reflectarray elements, where the
tunable MEMS element are located on the element itself [63–65]. We will
then show an example on a MEMS controlled true time delay line (TTDL),
as it could be used, for instance, in steerable phased arrays.

a b

Figure 3: Photograph of the reflectarray cells fabricated by VTT-Finland.
(a) A reflectarray cell; (b) zoom in on the MEMS bridge.
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An example of a MEMS tunable reflectarray element is depicted in Fig. 2.
It represents the layout of a reflectarray cell, consisting of two concentric
printed loop antennas, interrupted by MEMS switches acting as series ca-
pacitors. The phase of the cell’s reflection coefficient is varied by actuating
the proper MEMS. A photograph of the physical device is shown in Fig. 3,
and the resulting reflection coefficient phase versus MEMS state is depicted
in Fig. 4. The cells were fabricated by VTT-Finland.
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Figure 4: Phase of the cell’s reflection coefficient versus the MEMS’ states.

Beside the design of MEMS reconfigurable antennas, EPFL-LEMA has
been active in the design of tunable microwave and millimeter wave cir-
cuits using distributed MEMS. Typical designs are tunable TTDLs [68] and
artificial TLs [67]. A large emphasis has also been put on the theoretical
background and the efficient design of such periodically loaded structures
[68, 69]. The principle of a MEMS tunable TTDLs is shown in Fig. 5: it

Reference plane

Figure 5: Illustrative for the principle of a distributed TTDL.
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a b

Figure 6: Detail of the realized TTDL. (a) General view; (b) zoom in on a
MEMS capacitor.

consists of a TL (in this case a coplanar waveguide) which is periodically
loaded with MEMS capacitors.

A SEM image of a part of the realized line is shown in Fig. 6, and the
measured differential delay between the up and down states in Fig. 7.
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3 MTMs and MTM based antennas

3.1 One dimensional MTMs

As mentioned in the introduction, one interesting family of one dimen-
sional MTM is made of the so called CRLH TL. These lines consist of or-
dinary TLs (usually printed circuits) which are periodically loaded by se-
ries capacitors and parallel inductors. EPFL-LEMA has extensively studied
these structures [67-75]. The equivalent circuit of a unit cell of such a line
is depicted in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: The equivalent circuit for the unit cell of a CRLH TL.

A straightforward calculation of the Bloch (omega-beta) diagram of this
type of structure shows usable lower and upper frequency bands, where
the circuits exhibits, respectively, left-handed and right-handed behavior,
separated by a transition band,as depicted in Fig. 9.

A typical realization of such a structure in a CPW host TL is shown in
Fig. 10. Such devices allow the realization of very compact phase shifters.

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

Figure 9: The Bloch diagram of a CRLH TL.
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Figure 10: Example of a fabricated CRLH TL.

The next logical step is a combination of MEMS and metamaterial con-
cepts to design and realize a MEMS tunable CRLH TLs. The final device
and its equivalent circuit are shown in Fig. 11 [61,62].

It consists of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) TL (which is of course right-
handed) periodically loaded with series capacitors and parallel inductors.
This periodical loading will artificially induce a left-handed behavior. The
frequency band of this left-handed behavior is tuned by changing the value
of the series capacitors, made of MEMS bridges.

a

b

Figure 11: Illustrative for a MEMS tunable CRLH TL elementary cell. (a)
General view; (b) equivalent circuit.
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3.2 CRLH TL based on a lattice network unit cell

A brand-new promising idea in the area of 1D-MTMs, recently developed
by EPFL-LEMA, is to use a unit cell under the form of a lattice network,
i.e. a circuit with crossed diagonal arms [72–74]. This novel CRLH TL,
referred to as ‘type X’, exhibits the following advantages over its conventional
counterpart:

a

b

c

Figure 12: Example of CRLH TL implementation in parallel stripline tech-
nology [73]. (a) General view; (b) transverse cross-section; (c) equivalent
circuit.
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Figure 13: Picture of the type X CRLH TL realized in CPW-like technology.

• All-pass behavior (no stop-bands below the LH band and above the
RH band). As a result, the LH band extends down to DC;

• Frequency-independent Bloch impedance;

• Larger group velocity, hence a reduced frequency variation of the phase
response.

a

b

Figure 14: Measured (thick line) and simulated (thin line) frequency depen-
dence of the S parameters of the 10-cell type X CRLH TL shown in Fig. 13.
(a) Magnitude plot of the S11 and S21 parameters; (b) phase plot of the S21

parameter (the phase of S11 is skipped for clarity).
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The concept has been successfully implemented in both parallel stripline
and CPW-like technologies (Figs. 12 and 13). As shown in Fig. 14, pro-
totypes following these preliminary concepts show a reasonable agreement
between theoretical predictions and measurements in a large frequency band
(2–9 GHz). Further improvements both at the technological and at modeling
levels are under way.

An alternate implementation of this X CRLH TL design in a silicon based
micromachined CPW with finite width ground planes is shown in Fig. 15 [74].

Figure 15: Unit cell of the proposed type X CRLH TL in micromachined
CPW with finite width ground planes. The substrate is Silicon, h = 525μm,
εr = 11.9, covered by a thinn layer of SiO2, h = 0.5μm, εr = 3.9. There are
three metallization layers: Metal 1 (Pt), h = 0.4μm, Metal 2 (Al), h = 3μm,
and Metal 3 (Al), h = 3μm.

As we use a single shunt inductance in each slot of the CPW, bridges are
needed to connect the two ground planes in order to minimize the excitation
of the parasitic odd CPW mode. The structure has been designed to be
balanced with a transition frequency f0 = 17.5GHz. The possible recon-
figuration of this structure using MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS)
technology is a very interesting prospect.

Figure 16 shows a possible implementation of a X- CRLH-TL reconfig-
urable by means of MicroElectroMechanical system (MEMS). The system
should provide 2-bit digital control with minimum loss at high frequencies
while taking advantage of the all-pass X cell behaviour [75].
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Figure 16: Explicative for the two-bits MTM/MEMS reconfigurable phase-
shifter. (a) General view; (b) frequency dependence of the phase for the 4
states; (c) matching dependence of the phase for the 4 states; (d) insertion
loss dependence of the phase for the 4 states.

The novel type X unit cell can be potentially used to improve the perfor-
mances of most of the reported CRLH TL applications, provided that it is
possible to implement the required series capacitances in both conductors of
the host TL used. If these capacitances can be MEMS-controlled the promise
of reconfigurable antennas is very appealing. Two well-demonstrated CRLH
TL antenna systems – the leaky-wave antenna [46, 47] and the series-fed
array [76] – could benefit from this device.

3.3 Three-D MTMs for planar antennas

In addition to the planar MTMs previously discussed, we have assessed
the ability of certain types of 3D (or bulky) MTMs to behave as a material
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Figure 17: Volumetric layered TL-based MTM obtained by stacking 1D
planar CRLH TLs implemented in CPS technology. The structure can be
used as a substrate for microstrip patch antennas.

filling with exotic properties when used as a substrate for microstrip patch
antennas. The richness of the dispersion curve of such MTM can lead to
miniaturization or multi-frequency capabilities.

The retained solution is based on a recently proposed topology of volu-
metric MTMs based on the TL approach [77]. These structures are obtained
by layering several planar TL-based MTMs on top of each other. The idea is
to take benefit of the non-resonant nature of planar TL-based MTMs to re-
alize volumetric structures (meta-slabs). A possible implementation of such
a structure is shown in Fig. 17. It consists of a stacking of 1D CRLH TLs
implemented in a coplanar stripline (CPS) host TL [78].

Figures 18 and 19 show two practical realisations of microstrip antennas
involving such a meta-substrate [78]. In them, a conventional slot-fed patch

Figure 18: Aperture coupled meta-patch antenna using a full-size meta-slab.
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Figure 19: Aperture coupled meta-patch antenna using a reduced meta-slab.

resides of a meta-slab whose transverse dimensions are larger or identical to
the patch dimensions.

The initial research consists in matching the dispersion diagram of the 3D
MTM with the antenna observed resonances. This is not an easy task as wit-
nessed by the complex behavior of the input impedance (Fig. 20). However
it is clear that, when compared with the result for a patch on a traditional
substrate, the lower resonant mode is reduced (potential miniaturization)
and many new resonances appear. The problem is that the intrinsic modes
of the MTM slab are modified by the patch itself and can couple strongly to

Figure 20: Measured input impedance of the antenna shown in Fig. 19.
Thin line: same antenna with a foam substrate in place of the meta-slab.
Continuous line: real part; dashed line: imaginary part.
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patch resonances. This coupling must be further understood and controlled
before resulting in practical applications.

4 Conclusions

This paper has surveyed two recent technologies, MEMS and electro-
magnetic metamaterials, aimed at facilitating one of the most sought-after
functionalities in the antenna domain: reconfigurability. The paper con-
centrates in the most outstanding developments in our laboratory, EPFL-
LEMA. These are far from being unique, as most research groups in the
world exhibit nowadays some activities in these areas. They are intended
to be considered just as representative examples, witnessing the potential
power of these new technologies. The domain of applications is particu-
larly enhanced and enlarged when a combination of both technologies is
considered. Indeed, some type of metamaterials, like the one-dimensional
composite right-left handed transmission lines, are particularly well suited
for integration with MEMS and exciting applications are currently blossom-
ing [79]. Despite these successes, these new areas are far from being ma-
ture. Additional theoretical research is still needed to understand and fully
harness some encountered complex phenomena, like the modal coupling in
three-dimensional metamaterial-based antennas, as evidenced in the previ-
ous section of this paper.
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Abstract

Active array antennas have very attractive features but are quite
complex and expensive. For this reason, they are today considered
for space missions essentially when in flight beam reconfigurability
or inertialess beam steering is required. However, array anten-
nas may find wider applications in new potential LEO or MEO
telecommunication constellations or as a way to generate very large
space aperture thanks to digital processing. The paper presents an
overview on the European ongoing activities on active phased ar-
rays with a particular emphasis on the main limitations, challenges,
possible improvements and opportunities.

1 Introduction

The topic of space antenna sub-systems is very wide due to the need to
cover all types of applications including Earth Observation (EO), Telecom-
munications, Navigation, Science as well as Telecommand and Telemetry,
manned spacecraft and user terminals. The optimization of performances
such as end of coverage gain, polarization purity and beams isolation, manda-
tory for link budget and overall system capacity, strictly requires developing
and maintaining in parallel several antenna technologies, concepts and ar-
chitectures for the different operational frequencies, frequency bandwidths,
radiating aperture diameters and scanning volume. This last parameter,
which most often justifies the use of Active Arrays, widely changes with the
applications and has a major impact on antenna concept selection. While
for Synthetic Aperture Radar there is an agility need for ±13 degrees in ele-
vation combined with no or limited scan in azimuth, for radiometry there is
interest in ±45 to 60 degrees conical scan volume. Regarding Telecommuni-
cations, ±9 degrees is required from Geostationnary Orbit and ±55 degrees
from Low Earth Orbit while user terminals request pointing toward the half
hemisphere. Another domain such as Navigation asks for shaped isoflux
beams over ±13 degrees from a Medium Earth Orbit. Such scan volumes
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justify different array architectures and topologies optimization to minimize
their complexity and cost.

This paper addresses the different array types that might be suitable to
answer the very broad domain of application identified above and propose
some way forward with high potential. The associated frequency domain
extends from 400 MHz to 100 GHz.

2 Benefits/limitations of array antennas

Array antennas have intrinsic very attractive feature regarding beam
flexibility but have not been extensively implemented until now for space
applications. Array antennas benefit from space heritage mainly in the field
of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) such as ERS, Envisat, RADARSAT, for
which one single beam with agility is required and where the pulsed mode re-
duces the constraints on power. It shall be noted that EO future instruments,
such as the wide swath high-resolution radar, also require multiple beam
capability, as this is the case for telecommunication applications. This im-
plicitly paves a direction for digital beamforming and for more consideration
to signal processing aspects. Beside EO applications, recent developments
such as GLOBALSTAR and INMARSAT IV for mobile communication and
SMOS for passive radiometer have demonstrated major interest and poten-
tial of array antennas. Outside Europe, major array antenna developments
have been recently performed such as SPACEWAY and WGS (Wideband
Gapfiller Satellite) in the United States and WINDS in Japan. From user
terminal antenna, US is also very active as demonstrated with the first CON-
NEXION operational in flight aircraft entertainment system on some airline
companies.

It should be mentioned that since the beginning of the eighties, although
active arrays were very often originally considered for several programs, the
detailed trade-off performed at the time of final mission implementation
selected solutions based on reflector antennas. Preliminary selection was
mainly justified by the large advantages of active arrays in terms of coverage
flexibility, in flight reconfigurability, multiple beams generation by only one
aperture and the avoidance of moving parts for beam steering. Solutions
based on Active Antennas were nevertheless disregarded at that time due to
their intrinsic drawbacks in terms of power consumption and dissipation, the
limited radiated power capability for broadcasting and the overall achievable
performance. Regarding complexity, maturity of technologies, mass budget
when high gain is requested and overall cost, reflectors showed overall better
characteristics. Arrays were selected only when no other alternatives with
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the requested functionalities were available. Further to this, there have been
specific applications, where the array antenna provided advanced capabilities
and fixed beam or switched beam solutions resulted. Examples are the
cylindrical arrays on Meteosat, permitting the images to be taken without
disturbances by for instance mechanically scanning/switching antennas.

Accounting for the above, it is considered as strategic relevance for Eu-
rope to face in the most efficient way the very large number of constraints
associated to array antenna subsystems and to concentrate all the efforts to
further develop and improve this domain. It shall be noticed that US space
industry benefits from large military investments in active antenna technol-
ogy and in the future there is a risk that reconfigurable antennas could be
relocated and reconfigured with minimal non-recurring costs to cover the
needs of European operators.

This array optimization shall address all aspects (radio-frequency, me-
chanical and thermal) of space antennas as these arrays are characterized
by a high integration level of all functions. An iterative process shall be
implemented to ensure a competitive compromise between radio-electrical,
mechanical and thermal performances, considering the platform interfaces.
As demonstrated with ongoing developments, it shall be noted that the po-
tential antenna architectures for array antenna systems are widely dependant
on the available technologies and this requires a good knowledge of the state
of the art.

As it is well known, a phased array antenna is a system obtained connect-
ing a group of small radiators and organizing them in such that their received
or transmitted signals are in the correct electrical relationship (phase and
amplitude) with each other. While reflector antennas usually scan the beam
by mechanically moving the reflector or the feed or both, a phased array
can scan the beam electrically by changing the phasing of its elements. The
primary reason for using arrays is to produce beams that can be modified
(scanned or shaped) electronically. The circuitry, which controls the excita-
tion of elements in an array, is called the Beam Forming Network (BFN).

Above description is in part already ‘old fashioned’ as with todays tech-
nologies available there are implementations possibilities such as digital beam
forming in combination with signal processing which allow performing simi-
lar functions without RF BFN. In digital beamforming arrays, only the high
power components, circuits and LNAs located near the antenna aperture
are using analog circuits. All the amplitude and phase control functions, as
well as the beamforming are performed digitally. With digital beam forming
(DBF), very accurate beam control can be obtained and various array signal
processing methods can be applied. This includes multiple beams with very
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low side lobes, adaptive pattern control and direction of arrival (DOA) esti-
mation. Digital signal processors can discriminate between incoming signals
and interference allowing smaller user antennas. This type of arrays have
been implemented in several defense program such as Skynet 5, Syracuse 3
or Spainsat and transposition to receive antenna for commercial application
such as secured TTC links, telecom high gain antennas with a large num-
ber of beams, Earth Observation is to be promoted. The higher security
level required even by commercial applications reinforces this demand. It is
expected that digital beam forming network tiles for SAR application will
allow implementing additional radar modes such as MTI, will make avail-
able true delay line for high resolution and make central electronics more
generic. For telecommunication this type of beam-forming appears to be the
only alternative for applications with a high number of beams and radiators
(analog beam former becoming too complex).

Less complex arrays do not include scanning capability, such as the ERS
antenna, or only phase-shifters to scan a beam, such as RADARSAT1 an-
tenna or the reflectarray concept. To generate multiple scanned/shaped
beams using the same antenna aperture, active phased arrays with amplifi-
cation at each element have to be considered. Their capability to reconfigure
the radiation pattern is particularly useful to cope with mission needs during
the satellite lifetime.

Active phased arrays are also well known for being complex and expen-
sive antennas and, as a consequence, only few space missions (around 10%)
consider this type of antenna. This is not the case for ground and airborne
radar where important funding mainly from the US defense programs have
lead to large-scale production of T/R modules reaching a goal of 100 $ per
module already in 1985. Unfortunately, this background is hardly reusable
for space mission due to completely different requirements and operational
constraints.

Another limiting factor to a wider application of antenna phased arrays in
space mission is linked to the large mass and high power dissipation typically
required, especially for the large active phased array configurations. This
generates the need for new, ultra-light technologies and thermal hardware.
With the progress in developments of more efficient T/R module, thermal
aspects may be different, but the improvement on this parameter is not
as quick as expected. Today (active) phased arrays for space missions are
mostly considered when in flight beam reconfigurability or inertia-less beam
steering is required. However, it is important to note that array antennas
may find wider space applications in case LEO or MEO telecommunication
constellations come again or as a way to generate very large space aperture
thanks to digital processing associated to correlating arrays.
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During the past 20 years, the basic elements and transmission lines
present in phased array systems have evolved with a variety of microstrip,
stripline and other printed radiators replacing the traditional dipoles, slots
or horns, fed by coaxial lines or waveguides. The state of development in
the two fields of devices and automation, has allowed one to produce phased
arrays automatically at a larger integration level, and not by piecewise as-
sembly, taking advantage of monolithic fabrication. Using digital processing
or analog devices, the (active) phased arrays will have time-delay capabil-
ity to make wideband performance possible. Other important features of
array antennas are: the distribution of solid-state power amplification with
graceful degradation and with the distributed lower power levels a lower
risk of multipaction in the antenna. (Active) phased arrays can also be de-
signed to conform to the surface of a spacecraft, vehicle or even human user
(skin/clothes antennas).

Active phased array antennas enable to radiate or receive the signal di-
rectly are called ‘Direct Radiating Arrays’ (DRA). They can also be used to
illuminate reflectors and, in this case, the antenna systems are called ‘Array
Fed Reflectors’ (AFR). Feed arrays can compensate for the inherent distor-
tions of large reflectors deployed in space, thanks to techniques monitoring
the reflector surface or synthesize a desired radiation pattern by adjust-
ing the feed coefficients and they can assist to move the complete multiple
beam pattern over the coverage, therewith handling seasonal deviations in
desired scanning/coverages, without moving the satellite too much (saving
life time). Both types of arrays, Direct Radiating Arrays (DRA) and Array
Fed Reflectors (AFR) will be addressed in this paper.

3 Space applications requesting array antennas

3.1 Earth observation

In the past SARs operating in C-band were mounted on board satellites
which also hosted other types of instrument (e.g. ERS, ENVISAT). The ten-
dency now is for dedicated satellites possibly used in constellation together
with multiple beam instruments.

Next generation SAR asks for array antennas with cost efficient solutions
and more flexibility (bi-static operation, receive only arrays; beamshaping,
beam agility; polarization purity, interferometric capabilities). It is expected
the need for wider bandwidth (reconnaissance), higher amplitude/phase sta-
bility, more sensitivity (science) and simultaneous multibeam reception pos-
sibly combined with large apertures in receive only.
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There is also the need to reduce the cost of SAR instruments, active
antennas being the main cost driver. With this objective, there will be
an evolution towards a new generation of SAR active antennas with T/R
modules using advanced technologies (GaN, SiGe, advanced packaging and
interconnect concepts. . . ) and possibly including frequency conversion or
digitalization.

Special attention shall also be given to advanced calibration concepts to
obtain significant reductions in cost and calibration time as compared with
currently used techniques. Beside C and X-band instruments, side look-
ing SAR and nadir looking ground penetrating radar operating in P-band
(435 MHz) for Biomass and ice-sheet thickness measurement imposes severe
constraints on antenna and very large aperture (typically 60m2) develop-
ment is required.

Also in the area of passive reception of signals, e.g. GNSS signals, there
is a requirement for antennas operating mainly at L-band capable of beam
steering and tracking.

3.2 Mobile communications

Geo mobile mission needs are very demanding at antenna level regarding
both reflectors (with diameter in the range from 9 to 12 meters) and focal
array (made of more than 100 Tx/Rx feeds with shared aperture to generate
overlapped beams). The large number of pencil beams together with the
world coverage and the frequency reuse lead to reach today technology limit
as illustrated by the very large complexity of Inmarsat IV feed array.

Beside the need for 25 meter reflector diameter and the move to S-Band
frequency operation, major improvements on Digital components technology
are required.

3.3 Mobile Digital Broadcasting Systems

Mobile Broadcasting missions require very large aperture (mass issue)
and high EIRP (power consumption) which are today the two most difficult
targets for arrays antenna. Considering also that only a reduce number of
beams are required, it is not considered as appropriate to focus on array
development for this type of mission. Nevertheless it shall be noticed that
passive array fed reflector are sometime considered when multiple shaped
beams are needed for the mission.
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3.4 Conventional Fixed Telecommunications Service (mainly
Ku-band)

Despite the continuous progress witnessed in terrestrial fixed communica-
tion networks capabilities, satellites are an attractive solution for broadcast-
ing, multi-casting and point-to-point communications for their well-known
coverage capability and limited ground infrastructure. The Fixed Telecom-
munications Service represents by far the largest Space market. Nevertheless,
satellite networks are today often lagging behind terrestrial ones and they
are not flexible enough to efficiently support the current trend toward bursty
non-uniformly distributed traffic, both in space and time. However, this is
not an intrinsic limitation and satellites, provided the necessary technology
is developed with proper timing, can actually offer advantages in that re-
spect in view of they inherently served large areas. To be successful, the
next generation of telecommunication array antennas shall be able to:

• increase the EIRP and improve the power efficiency;

• provide in flight reconfigurability to comply with user needs and stan-
dard changes.

3.5 High Capacity Multi-Beam Systems (mainly Ka-band)

It is expected that the next generation of multi-media networks will see
the satellite as an integral part of the global information infrastructure.
In this framework, GEO satellites are expected to provide both trunking
and access networks. The satellite component shall be able to cope in a
flexible and yet efficient way with the evolution of terrestrial networks. The
required antennas offering this flexibility are not today available and justify
developments on arrays as this product has all the potentials to answer to
the above demand.

To achieve these targets and respond to future communications require-
ments by means of space-based solutions, it is required to develop truly
innovative systems keeping in mind current limited attitude to risk and the
difficulty to anticipate market trends. At antenna level, this will require the
development of a new generation of antenna sub-systems including tracking
systems and techniques offering flexibility with cost effectiveness.

4 European space heritage on array antennas

Array antennas can be classified in several ways, for instance as:

• passive (phased) array antennas;
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• semi-active array antennas;

• active (phased) array antennas.

Passive (phased) arrays deal with large aperture split in radiators with
central amplification and, possibly, phase and amplitude control. In passive
arrays, the BFN is an assembly of transmission lines, phase shifters and
variable power dividers directly connected to the radiating elements. Passive
arrays can be used to provide medium gain with either fixed or mechanically
steered beams or with electronically steered ones. When gain requirements
increase they are usually replaced by reflector antennas. Such a type of
array may be adequate for communications and navigation satellites in a
MEO/GEO orbit or for medium rate data transmission.

Semi-Active arrays consider custom designed hybrid circuits introduced
between the elements and the power amplifiers. This allows them to operate
all at their nominal level with optimum efficiency. Beam scanning or recon-
figuration is achieved by phase-only signal control at the inputs of amplifiers.
These arrays are often used to feed multibeam reflector antennas. Digital
BFN on receive is a solution and way forward for the receive situation.

Active (phased) arrays use, at element level, distributed high-power gen-
eration for transmit and low-noise amplification for receive as well as phase
and amplitude control (if required). Active arrays are well adapted for
tracking low-Earth-orbiting satellites. The most common approach toward
achieving fast-beam scanning is through the integration of monolithic mi-
crowave integrated circuit (MMIC) phase shifters with the antenna elements.

Figure 1: GALILEO IOV Payload Earth panel (Courtesy of Astrium-Uk,
EADS-CASA Espacio and RYMSA).
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Figure 2: GSTBv2 Antenna Array (Courtesy of Thales Alenia Space Italy).

In some cases, hybrid electro/mechanical arrays combining mechanical
steering with electrical steering/shaping are considered. This architecture
is often used to reduce the number of active control thanks to electrical
scanning in only one plane. This is often the case for mobile user terminals
where azimuth scanning is performed by the antenna rotation and elevation
agility is realized by a linear phased array.

Passive (phased) arrays are mainly implemented as:

• Direct Radiating Arrays in transmission or reception;

• reflectarray;

• lenses;

• hybrid electro/mechanical arrays;

• Array Fed Reflectors.

An example of Passive Array is given by the Navigation antenna for
GALILEO. It shall provide an iso-flux fixed shaped beam in two sub-bands
with the following requirements:

• gain: 15 dBi at ±12◦ Edge of coverage;

• circular polarization (RHCP); Axial Ratio: 0.8 dB;

• low band: 1164–1215 MHz, 1260–1300 MHz; high band: 1555–1595 MHz.

Two designs, developed under ESA contracts, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Semi-Active arrays are mainly implemented as:

• Direct Radiating Arrays in transmission or reception;

• Array Fed Reflectors.
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Figure 3: transmission antenna for a spun satellite at L2 Lagrange point
(Courtesy of Thales Alenia Space France).

An example of semi-active array is given by the data transmission array as
shown in Fig. 3.

This antenna is optimized to provide maximum gain for an angular cov-
erage θ from 40◦ to 70◦ (i.e. nearly perpendicular to the surface of the trun-
cated cone). Beside, the number of active modules is drastically reduced (24
instead of 144) by having a fixed distribution network per column/subarray.
The beam is rotated around the revolution axis basically by means of 24
phase shifters and a set of quasi-Butler matrices. So the 24 SSPAs located
before the matrices transmit all and always the same power: this maximizes
the DC-to-RF efficiency. The subarray pattern is optimized (via the network

Figure 4: STENTOR Dual-polarised active array – based on planar radiating
subarrays (Courtesy of Thales Alenia Space France).
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Figure 5: STENTOR active array – Flight Model under test (Courtesy of
Thales Alenia Space France).

feeding for the 6 radiating elements) for each mission with reference to the
exact template of the gain variation versus θ.

This concept has been developed for various mission applications with
a large axi-symmetric scanning range by teams led by Thales Alenia Space
France under ESA contract.

Active (phased) arrays are mainly implemented as:

• Direct Radiating Arrays in transmission or reception;

• reflectarray;

• lenses;

• hybrid electro/mechanical arrays.

An example of Active Array for Telecommunication is given by the
STENTOR program supported by CNES. A Flight Model of a transmit-
ting active array providing 3 beams at Ku band, independently steered over
Europe, has been built by Thales Alenia Space France (Figs. 4 and 5). It
aimed to demonstrate the capability of new telecom missions:

• either to re-configure a few times the satellite coverage (during a typical
15 year satellite life) in order to match the demand changes: e.g. exten-
sion of TV-DBS (Direct Broadcasting from Satellite) over new coun-
tries;

• or to provide numerous ‘hopping’ spot-beams time-multiplexed in co-
herence with the rate of a TDMA frame.

The main characteristics of the planar dual-pol radiating elements are:
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Figure 6: Artists view of Sentinel-1 platform (Courtesy of Astrium and
Thales Alenia Space Italy).

• 32 patches subarrays;

• H and V dividers: suspended striplines (loss, 0.6 dB);

• X-pol > 30 dB over 1 GHz.

STENTOR has been the victim of a launcher failure.

Another example of active array is given by the SENTINEL–1 program.
In the frame of the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security pro-
gramme (GMES) ESA is undertaking the development of a European Radar
Observatory (Sentinel–1) for the continuation of SAR operational applica-
tions. The C band SAR antenna is proposed to be an active phased array
with wide electronic steering capability along the elevation plane and limited
steering along azimuth plane. The radiating aperture is 1.4m × 10.0m and
includes 320 + 320 single channel T/R modules with independent amplitude
and phase control. The SAR antenna operates simultaneously in H and V
polarization in receiving mode and in H or V polarization in transmitting
mode. The antenna is organized in five panels, with the lateral wings fold-
able (Fig. 6). Thales Alenia Space Italy is responsible of the satellite and
SAR instrument is under EADS Astrium GmbH responsibility.

5 Active arrays in perspective

Active arrays are a strategic domain and mastering of several technologies
is mandatory to comply with users needs over the different frequency ranges.
Antenna performance optimization such as gain and isolation are strongly
constrained by satellite power and mass budgets. It shall be noted that
regarding Power Added Efficiency (PAE) of High Power Amplifier (HPAs),
a low efficiency not only impact on the achievable EIRP but also on the power
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to be dissipated on the spacecraft. Considering typical values in Ku-band of
multicarrier PAE of Travelling Wave Tube Amplifiers – TWTA (50%) and
of Solid State Power Amplifiers - SSPA (10–20%), and the major limitations
of the satellite thermal control, this justify the large use of passive reflector
antennas for space applications.

This situation of SSPA efficiency is expected to improve in the com-
ing years with the appearance of new technologies such as GaN. Generally
speaking wide bandgap semiconductor materials (e.g. Gallium Nitride –
GaN) have been identified as key disruptive technologies that will have sig-
nificant impact on SSPA performance capabilities. Particularly, high RF
power capabilities, improved efficiency and excellent thermal properties will
offer very significant improvements on the power/efficiency capabilities of fu-
ture SSPAs, currently based on GaAs technology. A further benefit of GaN
will be an increased junction temperature compared with current standards
with the potential advantage of higher baseplate temperatures and reduced
thermal radiators area.

Notwithstanding the promising expectations it has to be noticed that
over the last 20 years the improvement in terms of SSPA PAE has never
been as quick as anticipated. The situation is a less critical for L and S
band applications as more mature technologies with in flight hardware are
already available. It is also worth noting that such dissipation and associated
thermal problems are largely mitigated in receive antenna.

Active arrays remain an imperative choice when no alternative exist in
term of required functionalities as in:

• anti-jamming system;

• multiple beam antenna with beam pointing and steering flexibility
(e.g. continuous beam pointing and hopping);

• wide angle field of view;

• antenna with major constraints in term of volume.

The development of multiple beams and reconfigurable active arrays is
tightly connected to that of Beam Forming Networks (BFNs). Beamform-
ing networks are complex networks used to precisely control the phase and
amplitude of RF energy passing through them, which is conveyed to the ra-
diating elements of an antenna array. BFN configurations vary widely from
just a few basic building blocks up to tens of thousands of them depending
on system performance requirements. To offer a certain degree of ‘smartness’
to active arrays the antenna architectures must include advanced reconfig-
urable beamforming networks which make them capable of various kinds of
flexible and real time pattern control:
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Figure 7: Block diagram of a fully reconfigurable Beam-Forming Network.

• beams can be individually formed, steered and shaped;

• beams can be assigned to individual user;

• interference can be minimized implementing dynamic or adaptive beam-
forming.

To allow full reconfigurability, each beam signal must be distributed (Tx
case) to all the feeds with different amplitude and phase weights (Fig. 7).

Considering that the complexity of an all analog reconfigurable BFN
increases with the number of beams and to take advantage of adaptive beam
forming techniques, the possibility to exploit a Digital Beam Forming (DBF)
approach has attracted much interest. Such option can be considered an
extension of the capabilities of satellite payloads based on digital On-Board
Processor (which performs channelisation and routing). Beams bandwidth
may be lower than that of the total repeater bandwidth (as in the case of
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frequency reuse schemes), and this could in principle lead to a complexity
saving, by firstly performing demultiplexing of each wideband feed signal
into narrower-band signals, and then performing beam synthesis at a lower
sampling rate (refer to Fig. 8).

Nowadays DBF is commercially available on several mobile satellites op-
erating at L-band and the INMARSAT 4 processor [1] (EADS Astrium first
satellite successfully launched on 11 March 2005) represents the major out-
come of ESA funded R&D programmes on DBF. DBF techniques based
on Fast-Fourier-Transforms (FFTs) on planar lattices are particularly well
suited for periodic active arrays and have been recently implemented, tested
and validated in a real-time proof-of-concept demonstrator [2] (Fig. 9).
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Figure 9: 2-D plot of a beam produced by the 12 pt FFT beamformer. Posi-
tions of the other beams are also shown along with three possible (off-centre)
coverage regions. (Courtesy of Astrium [2]).

6 Array architecture for increased power efficiency

In order to keep under control the cost and the complexity of large direct
radiating arrays, it is crucial to reduce the number of active elements and
to simplify the beamforming network. Aperiodic arrays with equiamplitude
elements represent an interesting solution especially when the array has to
generate pencil beams with a limited scanning range. This type of antenna
architecture is considered extremely promising for the design of arrays gen-
erating a multibeam coverage on the Earth from a geostationary satellite.

Unequally spaced arrays have interesting characteristics and offer several
advantages with respect to periodic arrays [3]. Up to now sparse and thinned
arrays have been rarely used essentially because of the complexity of their
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a b

Figure 10: Synoptic of multibeam active direct radiating arrays transmit
antenna configurations. (a) Periodic array with amplitude tapering; (b)
aperiodic array with density tapering.

analysis and synthesis with a reduced knowledge, as a consequence, of their
radiative properties.

Generic block diagrams of active multibeam direct radiating array trans-
mit antennas based on regular and aperiodic lattices are shown in Fig. 10.
The two architectures consist of a number of radiating elements and High
Power Amplifiers (HPAs), respectively N and M for the two architectures,
and K independent beamformers, each with a number of control elements
per beamformer equal to the number of radiating elements (amplitude and
phase controls can be replaced by phase only controls in a sparse array).

The HPA section and the array design play equally central roles in defin-
ing the overall efficiency of a transmit antenna whose final objective is the
achievement of a target EIRP on the desired coverage areas. Trade-offs of
different solutions should favor high-efficient DC-power to EIRP conversion
as well as low complexity, mass, volume and costs. A fair assessment of dif-
ferent design options must consider common radiation pattern requirements
such as the ones imposed on broadband multibeam antennas. These anten-
nas adopt frequency reuse to efficiently utilize the available bandwidth but
this induces co-frequency/co-polarized beams with strong requirements on
Side Lobe Levels to limit beams interferences. A proper design and control
of the excitation and/or positioning of the array elements is mandatory.

Recently [4], trade-offs on active DRA architectures based on the two
design solutions have been performed on the basis of simplified antenna
models comparing:

• periodic array (Fig. 10 (a)) with sidelobe control by means of amplitude
tapering with an active section using the same HPA design for all the
elements – the HPAs are operated accordingly to the required RF
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power for each radiating element with different amplifiers at different
output-back-offs (OBO);

• aperiodic array (Fig. 10 (b)) with sidelobe control by means of appro-
priate element positioning with an active section using the same HPA
design for all the elements – all the HPAs are operated at the same
working point.

The two architectures consist of a number of radiating elements and
High Power Amplifiers (HPAs), respectively N and M , and K independent
beamformers associated to one beam, each with a number of control elements
per beamformer equal to the number of radiating elements (amplitude and
phase controls can be replaced by phase only controls in a sparse array).

In an active array, the HPA section and the array design play equally
central roles in defining the overall efficiency of the transmit antenna whose
final objective is the achievement of a target EIRP on the desired coverage
areas. The trade-off should favour high-efficient DC-power to EIRP conver-
sion as well as low complexity, mass, volume and costs.

Multibeam antennas adopt frequency reuse to efficiently utilize the avail-
able bandwidth with strong requirements on the Side Lobe Levels to limit
beams interferences. A proper design and control of the excitation and/or
positioning of the array elements is thus mandatory. For sake of exemplifica-
tion we present below a trade-off on a simple linear array case comparing the
discrete periodic array solution with an equiamplitude aperiodic array, vary-
ing the number of elements (M). To have a fair assessment of the different
design options, a common radiation pattern requirement will be considered
to be fulfilled by both the candidate architectures. The pattern requirements
will lead to specific amplitude tapering for the periodic array and to a certain
density tapering for the equiamplitude aperiodic array.

For the n-th HPA we introduce normalized (to saturation) RF and DC
power quantities,

RF power: P̃n =
Pn

PSAT
∈ [0, 1] (1)

DC power: W̃n =
Wn

WSAT
∈ [0, 1]. (2)

Three major factors must be analysed to determine the overall DC-to-
EIRP conversion efficiency:

1. The RF Power

It depends only on the amplitude excitation and can be evaluated
adding up power levels relevant to individual radiating elements
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P̃TOT =
N∑

n=1

P̃n. (3)

2. The antenna Gain

It is governed by the combination of radiating element patterns, array
geometry and amplitude/phase excitations. For the following analyses
the antenna gain is simplified to an array directivity evaluation which
is based on an analytical closed form formulation [5].

3. The DC Power Consumption

The DC power consumption of the overall antenna system can be de-
termined by summing up all the individual DC power consumptions
of each HPA (defined, in turn, by the output-back-off relevant to the
element amplitude excitation)

W̃TOT =
N∑

n=1

W̃n. (4)

Subsequent analyses are based on the following hypotheses:

• reference linear aperture constituted by a continuous Taylor distribu-
tion [6] (10λ, SLL = −20 dB, n̄ = 5);

• discrete periodic array excitation (d = λ/2) obtained by sampling the
reference distribution;

• sparse array designed by means of an improved Doyle technique [7]–[9];
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Figure 11: Aperture field distributions; x axis in d/λ (M = 20; N = 20).
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Figure 12: Far-field power radiaton patterns (M = 20; N = 20).

• upper hemisphere omnidirectional radiation pattern assumed for both
discrete and sparse arrays elements;

• antenna gain reduced to array directivity evaluation based on an ana-
lytical closed form formulation [5];

• identical normalized HPA saturation power for both periodic and sparse
arrays active element amplifiers;

• typical SSPA efficiency assumed for the HPA power consumption eval-
uation (30% efficiency at saturation).

The design procedure consists in synthesizing the periodic array and the
equiamplitude sparse arrays with different number of elements starting from
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Figure 13: Single amplifier efficiency vs. OBO.
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the reference continuous Taylor distribution (Fig. 11 refers to the aperture
distributions of N = M = 20 elements for regular and sparse arrays and
Fig. 12 compares the obtained radiation patterns). RF power levels can
be evaluated per radiating element from the excitations and, based on the
DC-to-RF conversion efficiency (Fig. 13), individual DC power consumption
and efficiency can be estimated (see Figs. 14 and 15 in which the continuous
horizontal lines refer to the overall antenna DC-to-RF efficiency). It is worth
noting that the selected reference tapering law, while being moderately lim-
ited in amplitude tapering depth (less than 5 dB peak, about 2 dB average),
suffers a drastic loss in DC-to-RF efficiency (from 30% for the sparse array
to only 21% for the discrete periodic array with amplitude tapering).
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Figure 15: Amplifiers efficiencies vs. OBO.
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A similar synthesis exercise can be repeated decreasing the number of
radiating elements (M) of the sparse array. Pattern performances gradu-
ally degrade with the progressive reduction of the number of elements (M)
but a 16 element sparse array still fulfils the sidelobe mask at −20 dB/max
(Fig. 16). Due to the substantial similarity of the synthesized sparse arrays
radiation patterns no major directivity degradations are introduced notwith-
standing the reduction of elements (Fig. 17).

The most interesting outcome of the analyses can be appreciated compar-
ing DC consumption (Fig. 18) and EIRPs (Fig. 19), both measured relatively
to the periodic array. While an active sparse array with a reduced number
of elements (e.g. M = 18) could be synthesized exhibiting about the same
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Figure 17: Array directivities.
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Figure 18: Relative DC power consumption.

DC power consumption of the active discrete periodic array (i.e. N = 20),
its EIRP capability exceeds the one of the discrete periodic array (e.g. more
than 1 dB for M = 18 elements).

Similarly, a sparse array with the required radiation performances (e.g.
SSL lower than −20 dB) can be synthesized with a reduced number of ele-
ments (e.g. M = 16) with a lower DC power consumption (i.e. an improve-
ment of more than 10 percentage points) still exceeding the EIRP of the
discrete periodic array.
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7 Conclusions

This paper has presented an overview of the ongoing European activities
on phased arrays. In particular, a preliminary assessment of the benefits of
active direct radiating arrays based on non regular lattices (i.e. sparse arrays)
for multibeam transmit antenna applications has been reported. Notwith-
standing some simplifying assumption, the outcomes of the trade-off exercise
clearly showed the high potentialities of active aperiodic arrays in terms of
reduction of the number of elements, active control elements and amplifiers
while improving overall antenna DC-to-EIRP conversion efficiency.
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Abstract

This article presents an overview of developments at IMST in the
area of antenna front-ends for mobile satellite terminals. Such type
of antennas has become a key area of interest because of the ever
growing multimedia services provided over wireless links and satel-
lites. Various activities in this area have been conducted in the
past, and are on-going. Antenna front-ends for mobile platforms
are, in general, complex systems because they have to incorporate
special features in order to perform beam steering, and at the same
time also be cost-effective. The complexity of the antenna systems,
developed at IMST, ranges from small arrays with switch-able el-
ements and partially mechanically and electronically steerable ar-
rays (hybrid systems) to fully electronically steerable arrays. This
article examines which kind of user requirements for the three ba-
sic mobile platforms (land, maritime and aeronautical) exist, and
what kind of impact they have on the design of the front-ends.
Latter aspect is critical to achieve a cost-effective design. This is
illustrated by examples from past and on-going projects in L-, Ku-,
and K/Ka-band. Different concepts are presented and key aspects
discussed.

1 Introduction

Satellite services have been well established for the last decades. A house-
hold with a parabolic dish on its balcony or rooftop is a common picture
nowadays. The development of the space segment for multimedia satellite
services has been - and still is - progressing in a rapid pace in L-band, S-
band, Ku-band and the upcoming Ka-band. In the past, the larger part
of the consumer market for satellite receivers was focussed on fixed users
(households, offices, etc.) and nomadic users (caravans, expeditions) that
did not require agile satellite front-ends on the ground. Ku-band and K/Ka-
band fixed or nomadic satellite terminals are available on the market and
are sold in increasing numbers. However, users demand multimedia access
all time at all places, and whether this information originates from wireless

Antennas for Ubiquitous Radio Services in a Wireless Information Society
I.E. Lager and M. Simeoni (Eds.).    2010 IRCTR and IOS Press. All rights reserved.©
doi:10.3233/978-1-60750-487-0-121
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networks on earth or satellites, is not of interest to the end-user. There-
fore, an increasing demand for mobile satellite terminals is emerging that
requires antenna front-ends capable of tracking one or more satellites (uni-
/bidirectional) and provide at the same time sufficient bandwidth. Mobile
satellite terminals are therefore a growing commercially interesting market
for maritime, aeronautical and land mobile applications, providing multime-
dia satellite broadcasting services on-the-move. Standard satellite antenna
front-ends, available on the market today, track in general the satellite by
means of mechanical steering (two- or three-axis steering system, often en-
countered in L-band) or use a hybrid concept (a mix of mechanical and
electronic steering, for example encountered in Ku-band, see Fig. 1), and in
general offer only an unidirectional link.

Figure 1: Hybrid rooftop antenna by RaySat Inc. for DBS-reception [1].

The telecommunication market requires however far more cost-effective,
yet powerful, and compact solutions. Also, front-ends equipped with me-
chanically moving parts, are maintenance intensive, often heavy and/or
bulky, and sensitive to G-forces. These issues do not make this type of
antenna that well suited for automotive (not aesthetic enough, too bulky)
or aeronautical applications (too maintenance intensive).

In the last decade, antenna front-ends for mobile satellite terminals have
become a key area within IMST. The range of steerable antenna systems,
developed by IMST, varies from small arrays with switch-able elements and
partially mechanically and electronically steerable arrays (hybrid systems)
to fully electronically steerable antenna arrays. The front-ends employ con-
cepts like RF-phase and -amplitude shifters for each element (or a group of
elements) also called phased arrays, or the design can be based on Digital
Beam Forming (DBF). This technique, in which each array element signal
is available directly on a digital level, allows the most flexible and power-
ful control of the antenna beam (beam forming and tracking). This article
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discusses various RF-topologies used for mobile satellite antenna front-ends
in L-band, Ku-band and K/Ka band: switch-able antenna beams, classical
phased arrays, and DBF-concepts. Architectures for different mobile plat-
forms will be presented. It is intended to give here a global overview and not
a detailed technical description. Please note that the applications focused
on within this article are all commercial, not military.

First, the requirement profile for mobile platforms will be analysed in
detail. In order to achieve a cost-effective design, the global specifications
for each type of mobile platform (car, ship, plane, etc.) will be defined. This
is a crucial first step in order to achieve a competitive RF-front-end concept.
Thereafter, a summary of typical RF-topologies used for steerable antenna
arrays is presented, and different concepts will be listed. This is followed
by examples on antenna front-ends, developed by IMST (as a whole or in
cooperation with partners). Key design aspects will be pointed out for each
example. A conclusion will close this article.

2 Mobile platform requirements

One can distinguish 3 main types of mobile platforms, namely: land
mobile, aeronautical, and maritime. Each of them will now be discussed
with respect to:

[R.1] Total size/volume,

[R.2] Preferred aperture/shape and

[R.3] Cost price (please note that the cost prices are listed relative to each
other and only serve as an indication, not an absolute value).

Land mobile

[R.1] The size/volume of the antenna strongly depends on the type of
land mobile platform. One has to distinguish here between the automotive
sector, and trains. The automotive platform has to be subdivided into ‘large’
platforms like trucks, buses and caravans, and ‘standard’ platforms such as
cars. The first category allows for more available space onto the hull of
the vehicle (due to its sheer size). The size restrictions for cars are much
more severe. Here, a diameter of the satellite terminal between 20 cm and
30 cm with a height of only several centimetres applies. For trains, the size
restriction does not really apply. In near future, it is however expected that
the height of the terminal will be restricted due to the fact that more and
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more double-decker trains are expected (height restriction due to tunnels).
The satellite terminal for internet onboard of the THALYS (European high
speed train) is shown in Fig. 2. For sake of comparison, please have a look
at the size of the train wagon itself.

a b

Figure 2: Satellite terminal front-end on top of the THALYS train for In-
ternet onboard. (a) General view; (b) detail on the antenna.

[R.2] Especially for the normal person car, aesthetics are of outmost im-
portance. For this reason the size restrictions are as listed under [R.1]. Such
sizes allow for an aesthetic integration of the front-end in the car rooftop.
For larger vehicles like trucks and busses, the form factor of the terminals is
far more relaxed. The same applies for trains although a more streamlined
approach of the antenna front-end would be logical. However, concluding
from the THALYS-system depicted in Fig. 2, this seems not be a key issue.

[R.3] The cost price for the automotive market is very competitive, not
to say aggressive. Add-ons like stereos and GPS-based navigation systems
for cars range from a couple of hundreds to a couple of thousand Euros. It
is expected that an automotive front-end for mobile satellite reception will
have a market introduction price of around e1000 or less. For the ‘larger’
vehicles like caravan, busses or trains, the cost price can be several thousand
Euros or even more.

Maritime

[R.1] The total size/volume of maritime front-ends is normally not that
critical, especially because ships are large in size with respect to the satellite
terminal size. A mix of mechanically steerable parabolic reflectors, patch
arrays (in Ku-band for example) or helical arrays (L-band for example) are
available on the market, covered normally with a radome shaped as a half
sphere.
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[R.2] The preferred shape of such front-end aperture is normally de-
termined by the radome as just pointed out. One aspect to consider here
is that such antennas should be able to steer the beam below the horizon
which normally results into a half sphere shape of the radome extended with
a small cylindrical rim.

[R.3] Cost prices for such terminals range normally from a couple of
thousand Euros to ten of thousands of Euros or more.

Aeronautical

[R.1] The total size/volume for aeronautical platforms is mainly deter-
mined by how much extra fuel the additional front-end will cost. Normally,
this is not a critical issue; more important is the fact that the integrity of
the hull of the aeroplane is not compromised.

[R.2] The shape of the aperture is of importance from the point of aero-
dynamics. If the front-end (radome included) is sticking out too much from
the hull of the plane, the drag can become an important factor and fuel
costs become an issue. Whether this is a critical factor, is not clear at the
moment, opinions tend to differ on this issue. A factor that plays also a
role in this is whether the customers are commercial airlines or private jet
owners. The demands of both categories can differ considerably.

Figure 3: Full electronically steerable array for aeronautical platforms by
Space Engineering Spa [2].

[R.3] Because this is a high-end market, the cost price of the terminal
itself will be quite higher than in case of the land mobile and maritime
platforms. Here, other external factors can play also an equal important role
such as the time to install such a terminal. The time periods that a plane
is not in the air, create costs, so the maintenance/installation time should
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be kept as small as possible. Therefore, the time to install such a front-
end can becomes a critical issue and also its maintenance. For this reason,
completely electronically steerable arrays are preferred for such applications
because it is expected that maintenance will be negligible in comparison to
mechanical steerable systems. Several opinions go around stating that drag is
a less important cost factor than maintenance, and therefore an aeronautical
antenna as shown in Fig. 3 is possible. In the case of reducing drag, planar
structures are preferred as shown in Fig. 4. They have however also reduced
scanning capabilities.

Figure 4: Full electronically steerable array for aeronautical platforms by
BOEING [3].

Three other aspects should also be considered when looking at the re-
quirement profiles of mobile satellite front-ends. The services in Ku-band
(Rx: 10.7GHz ÷ 12.75GHz) in Europe use linear polarised signals. This
implies that besides beam pointing, the polarisation also has to be adapted;
the polarisation of the array on the mobile platform has to be adjusted to-
wards the polarisation of the incoming satellite signal. This results into a
significant increase in system complexity and poses quite some challenges for
the antenna design.

Another point is the blockage effect with which land mobile systems have
to cope. On land, blockage can be caused by trees, building, bridges, tunnels
and similar structures. This becomes quite severe for the higher frequencies
as for example Ku-band. In order to establish an adequate data link with
the satellite, a Line-of-Sight (LoS) connection is required. This implies that
a 100% reliable data connection between land mobile systems and satellites
can never be guaranteed under normal user conditions. In order to solve this
problem, one requires a dedicated combination of satellite services, front-end
terminal and modem (satellite receiver) as proposed in [4].
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The last aspect is whether the antennas are receive-only or both trans-
mit/receive. For transmit systems, strict FCC-regulations (Federal Com-
munications Commission) exist that impose quite severe design restrictions
on mobile transmit terminals. Also, satellite service providers like Inmarsat
have often even more strict regulations imposed on top of the normal re-
quirements.

3 Mobile satellite RF front-end design

3.1 Summary of typical RF-architectures

The design of phased arrays involves different areas of expertise such as
antenna design, feeding networks, beamforming/steering algorithms, signal
processing, prototyping and complex measurements. Before several antenna
topologies, developed in past and on-going projects at IMST, are described
in this section, first some basic RF front-end topologies will be presented.
From each of the RF front-ends described, key points will be addressed.

Basically, one can divide steerable antennas in completely mechanically
steerable arrays, hybrids (partially mechanically, partial electronically), and
fully electronically steerable antennas (phased arrays). The first category
usually employs a three-axis system which allows automatic pointing of the
antenna beam towards the satellite while moving. This category will not
be considered here. The second one, the hybrid, as illustrated in Fig. 5,
consists normally of rows of antenna elements that are placed on a turning
table and can be steered electronically in only one plane (the elevation). Such
a design requires only few RF-components like phase shifters and LNAs as
compared to completely electronically steerable concepts. Nevertheless, it
requires regular maintenance with respect to the mechanical parts.

One can distinguish two basic concepts for the third category, the fully

Figure 5: Hybrid RF front-end concept for receive-only terminals.
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Figure 6: RF front-end topology for a linear 8-element array based on the
Butler matrix (Rx-case).

electronically steerable arrays: one based on switch beam networks (see
Fig. 6) and the other on phase shifting devices (see Fig. 7). Latter im-
plies that normally each antenna element requires a phase shifting device
and LNA. This can result into quite an expensive design when considering
large arrays. For switch beam networks, Butler or Blass topologies can be
applied [5], for example. A large disadvantage of this concept is that it re-
quires RF-switches that introduce extra losses and increase the overall cost
price. One can extend the two-dimensional topology as depicted in Fig. 6
(allowing for scanning in only one plane), to a three-dimensional concept [6].

The concept in Fig. 7 can also be realised digitally which means that
each antenna element is equipped with a complete down-/upconverting cir-
cuit, and the received/transmitted element signal is digitalised at baseband
and directly processed by a digital unit (e.g. a DSP or FPGA). This is not
only the most complex system, but also the most flexible one. Because of
the fact that the complete beam forming is performed within the DSP-unit,

Figure 7: Phased array topology using one phase shifter per antenna element.
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all kind of signal processing operations can be performed. This is called
Digital Beam Forming [7]. The amount of signals to be processed can how-
ever become very high, hence the processing power has to be dramatically
increased. Therefore, some concepts consider the combination of RF-phase
shifters topologies and distributed digital logic architectures. A conceptual
picture is displayed in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Combination of RF-phase shifting and distributed digital process-
ing units.

3.2 Hybrid front-end at L-band

The focus of the project ALCANT (Active Low Cost steering ANTenna)
was on the development and prototyping of a transmit/receive array for
maritime applications in L-band. This is one of the earliest projects that
IMST conducted. At that time, specific requirements for mobile terminals
did not exist. Therefore, the specifications for fixed or nomadic terminals
were adapted. This still resulted into quite severe requirements:

• Frequency range: 1.5GHz ÷ 1.7GHz (bandwidth 8.5%);

• Polarisation: circularly;

• G/T: −4 dB/K;

• Scan range: −10◦ ÷ 100◦ in elevation and 360◦ in azimuth;

• Operation mode: Tx and Rx

The G/T requirement (G/T: Figure-of-Merit) was very hard to achieve and
required a relatively large aperture. The scan range even enlarged this aper-
ture because scanning below the horizon is required for maritime terminals
as pointed out in the previous section. Extensive investigations of conformal
antenna array topologies resulted in this case in a solution which is a com-
promise between size, costs and performance: the hybrid steering concept.
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In this case, it implies that the antenna is steered electronically in elevation
and mechanically in azimuth. The antenna aperture was designed by the
University of Karlsruhe (Germany) with support of IMST which included
amongst other, the design and measurement of the antenna elements, and
the definition of the array topology. The feeding network topology, Tx/Rx
modules included, has been designed and characterised by IMST. The tech-
nology demonstrator buildup is shown in Fig. 9 (a).

a b

Figure 9: (a) Hybrid maritime Tx/Rx antenna front-end in L-band; (b)
Tx/Rx modules at the back of the array aperture, one module for each
horizontal row of 4 patches.

The design for steering the beam electronically in elevation is based on a
classical phased array approach where RF-amplitude and phase shifters are
used. The antenna aperture consists of 256 patches, and each horizontal row
of 1 × 4 patches has its own RF-phase and -amplitude circuit, as shown in
Fig. 9 (b). For a more detailed description is referred to [8]. The project was
supported by the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) in
the ALCANT-SATCOM project 01AK007G/8.

3.3 Phased arrays at L-band

Especially for operating frequencies like L-band where the number of
antenna elements is relatively low, ‘simple’ switching between antenna ele-
ments could be an effective way of steering the antenna beam. Such concepts
in generally involve only a small number of RF-components but usually re-
quire high performance RF-switches [9]. However, the problem that arises
for such configurations is that due to strict regulations with respect to the
satellite service providers, requirements like gain ripple, for example, can be
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too strict for ’simple’ switching and combined element patterns have to be
used, resulting in a more costly design as we will see in the following part.
Two projects in L-band have been conducted focusing on land mobile and
maritime platforms.

The first one is called INES (INexpensive Earth Station) and is funded
under ESA, ARTES 5. It focussed on land mobile platforms like vans or
trucks, for example (Fig. 10). This Tx/Rx front-end was intended for IN-
MARSAT BGAN systems and uses a (limited) phased array approach. It
consists of 8 stacked patches (circularly polarised), and uses, besides the
element patterns, also 7 antenna beams generated by a combination of
paired patches, each pair being the zenith patch and one of the low ele-
vation patches. The antenna has a diameter of approximately 40 cm and a
height of 20 cm. For more detailed information please refer to [10, 11].

a b

Figure 10: The INES antenna front-end. (a) Demonstrator; (b) artist im-
pression of INES rooftop terminal.

The INES-concept has been used as a basis for the follow-up project
IRIS: Innovatives Array mit intelligenter Steuerung, funded by DLR Bonn,
Germany (BMWi), FKZ: 50 YB 0707. This terminal is dedicated for mar-
itime platforms and provides a full-duplex L-band satellite connection. The
antenna which is based on the phased array principle (i.e. for each antenna
element one phase/amplitude shifter) consists of a conformal medium gain
phased array of stacked patches. The requirements for this design are again
quite challenging: the gain must remain at a level of minimal 12 dBic for a
scanning range of maximal 5◦ below horizon in elevation, while still keeping
a good axial ratio. Moreover, the gain variance over the steering range has
to be as small as possible, in order to achieve a stable EIRP-level in case of
Tx. On the other hand, the number of antenna elements should be as low
as possible, in order to be as cost-effective as possible.

Based on these requirements, several aperture shapes were investigated
using analytical methods and numerical simulation [12]. The aperture shape
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is based on a truncated icosahedron consisting of pentagonal and hexago-
nal surfaces, each of them equipped with one radiating element as shown
in Fig. 11. The hexagons have two different edge lengths, whereas the pen-
tagons have equal edge lengths. Therefore the surface areas of the pentagons
and the hexagons have almost the same size. Moreover, the phase centres of
all patch elements have similar distance to the centre of the sphere.

a b

Figure 11: (a) Optimised antenna aperture for the IRIS-terminal; (b) realised
prototype in the IMST anechoic chamber.

The antenna pattern measurements have been performed in the anechoic
chamber of IMST. In order to minimise the errors in the measurements due
to temperature drift, unwanted signals and reflections, the chamber is fully
shielded and air-conditioned. During these measurements, the antenna was
used in receive mode. A complete three-dimensional antenna pattern has
been measured with a roll-over-azimuth positioner as depicted in Fig. 11 (b).
Please note that some absorbers present during the measurements, have been
removed for making the antenna more visible. All measurements have been
performed at far field conditions. The resulting diagrams are depicted in
Fig. 12, together with the simulated patterns. The plots in Figs. 12 (c) and
12 (d) clearly show that the antenna can scan below horizon, as required for
maritime platforms.

3.4 Phased array at Ku-band

Mobile satellite terminals in Ku-band suffer from a major disadvantage:
beside the normal beam pointing the polarisation also has to be adjusted
because most satellite services in Europe use linear polarised signals. This
results in a highly complex design that proofs to be quite a challenge,
surely when considering cost-effective realisations. The project NATALIA
(New Automotive Tracking Antenna for Low-cost Innovative Applications),
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a b

c d

Figure 12: Comparison of simulated and measured radiation patterns per-
taining to the antenna aperture for the IRIS-terminal. (a) Simulation results
at θ = 0◦ (boresight of the antenna); (b) measurements results at θ = 0◦;
(c) simulation results at θ = 110◦ (below horizon); (d) measurement results
at θ = 110◦.

funded by ESA under ARTES 5, tackles precisely this challenge. Its mission
is the development of a cost-effective solution for a compact receive-only
tracking antenna front-end for automotive platforms in Ku-band. This an-
tenna is completely electronically steerable.

The concept of the NATALIA antenna is depicted in Fig. 13. The con-
sortium is composed of partners from Switzerland, Luxembourg, and Ger-
many. As one can see in Fig. 13, the complete system consists not only of
the antenna front-end envisaged here, but also of a dedicated receiver and
dedicated satellite services that have been investigated and developed in a
separate ESA-funded project. This aspect is rather important because with-
out latter services and customised receiver, the NATALIA antenna concept
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cannot be exploited in a commercial successful way. The services and re-
ceiver are based on the blocking/interference scenarios that an automotive
terminal experiences. As previously mentioned, a line-of-sight connection
between satellite and terminal, required for adequate signal reception, can
never be guaranteed during normal operation due to blockage by buildings,
trees, bridges, tunnels, trucks, etc [13]. This implies that real-time recep-
tion for such applications is actual only possible for a limited time, thus one
can at best speak here of near real-time. This problem cannot be solved
by changing the antenna design: satellite services and receiver modem can
only cope with this major problem by providing multimedia contents on an
interleaving basis (repeating it at certain intervals), and by storing received
broadcast news in a memory cache that compensates for certain blockage
times. This also allows the user to ‘customise’ the information he wants to
hear (‘dedicated news’).

Figure 13: The NATALIA concept.

The NATALIA antenna is a fully electronically steerable, receive-only
antenna, linear polarised, and suited for dedicated KU-band broadcast ser-
vices (10.7GHz ÷ 12.75GHz) of providers like SES Astra. The requirement
profile is listed below and not only contains the most important electrical
parameters but also estimated cost price and physical dimensions:

• Operating frequency: 10.7GHz ÷ 12.75GHz;

• Operation: Rx-only;

• Polarisation: linear;

• G/T: greater than −6 dB/K;

• Aperture size: 20 cm in diameter (EU), 30 cm (USA);
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• Estimated manufacturing price: less than e1000;

• Scan range: 20◦ ÷ 60◦ in elevation from horizon, 0◦ ÷ 360◦ in azimuth.

Latter values have been established after elaborate discussions with the
car industry and service providers. In order to perform the polarisation
adjustment, a special concept has been developed in which the beam point-
ing and the polarisation adjustment are combined using only two RF-phase
shifting elements. More details on this cannot be disclosed at this time. A
principal overview of the NATALIA architecture and a view of the antenna
aperture are displayed in Fig. 14. The number of antenna elements amounts
up to approximately 150. The front-end employs dedicated MMIC compo-
nents that each combines LNA, phase shifter and the required digital logic
to steer the phase shifter of one MMIC. This is the only way to achieve the
degree of integration required for such compact automotive terminals. The
manufacturing numbers for this type of terminal are expected to be high, so
MMIC-components become relatively low in costs (expected production is
several millions of MMIC per year).

a b

Figure 14: (a) Schematic of the Ku-band automotive Rx-antenna using a
combined beam pointing and polarisation adjustment; (b) artist impression
of antenna front-end.

The antenna front-end will consist of one core PCB (Printed Circuit
Board) with the patches on one side and active components (MMIC) on the
other side. A first prototype of this PCB is depicted in Fig. 15. The topside
of the PCB where the patches will be mounted upon is shown. One can
clearly distinguish the coupling slots, two for each patch. The MMIC and
related components will be mounted on the back of this PCB. The design
of the PCB has already been optimised for mass production as much as
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possible. This in combination with the dedicated MMIC-components should
result into a rather cost-effective front-end. More detailed information can
be found in [14, 15].

a b

Figure 15: Prototype of the NATALIA-PCB, topside without patches. (a)
Overall view; (b) detail of the aperture with the coupling slots.

3.5 DBF array at K/Ka-band

The absolute high-end of phased array technology employ DBF architec-
tures. Such technology can be applied for any frequency band but within this
subsection the focus is on airborne Ka-band satellite terminals for broadband
multimedia services (internet in the sky). The DBF-terminal itself is divided
into a separate Tx (30 GHz) and Rx (20 GHz) antenna array. The frequency
bands are based on future satellite multimedia applications. Figure 16 shows
an 8 × 8 patch array that forms the basis for the complete array. The basic
element design is based on circularly polarised patches. A key feature of the
antenna concept is the modular build-up, which allows adapting the number
of elements to different applications and data rates.

The circular polarisation of the patch elements is achieved by using two
decoupled feeds and one 90◦ hybrid ring per element. In addition, the an-
tenna elements are sequentially rotated to further enhance the polarisation
behaviour of the array. 64 Antenna elements, with hybrid ring feeds and
internal calibration network, are integrated in one complex LTCC (Low-
Temperature Co-fired Ceramics) multilayer module (see Fig. 16). Such an
8 × 8 building block can be calibrated automatically using an internal cali-
bration receiver. Figure 17 shows the exploded view of one single antenna
element as realised in LTCC. The structure consists of 11 layers of FERRO
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a b

Figure 16: The 8 × 8 Tx-array. (a) Simulation model; (b) realised 8 × 8
submodule in LTCC.

A6 LTCC-substrates. Four different functional blocks can be identified: the
antenna patch with two feeding ports located in a cavity (created by vias),
a hybrid ring coupler, the calibration network and the antenna interface
(via probe). The functional blocks of the antenna elements and the specific
design issues of the array are described in detail in [16, 17, 18].

Figure 17: Exploded view of one antenna element.

The measurement results show that the antenna can be pointed in any
fixed azimuth-plane within an elevation from boresight of ±60◦ without any
scan blindness problems. The side lobe levels are maintained at levels of ap-
proximately 13 dB (no amplitude taper applied) and a very good suppression
(larger 20 dB) of the cross-polar component can also be observed. The good
polarisation performance is the result of several factors: the feeding of the
antenna elements using the hybrid ring coupler allows for a very good axial
ratio of each single element. In addition, the hybrid ring feeding also attenu-
ates the cross-polar components resulting from coupling effects. Finally, the
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Figure 18: Complete DBF Tx-array with 8 × 8 patch array, RF-hardware
and the complete digital processing logic.

sequential rotation of the antenna elements improves the axial ratio at the
array level. The complete buildup is shown in Fig. 18. This buildup consists
of not only the antenna aperture realised in LTCC (Fig. 16) and the up-
converting RF-circuitry but also of the complete digital hardware necessary
for the controlling of the antenna signals at digital level. Please note that
this is an experimental buildup suitable for testing the complete circuitry.
For possible industrial applications in future, the digital hardware will be

Figure 19: Measured antenna beams for scanning in a fixed azimuth plane.
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integrated and only require a fraction of the original volume. An example
of the measured far-field patterns is displayed in Fig. 19.

The work described in this subsection is performed within the project
SANTANA (I-II-III) and is supported and funded by the German Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF/DLR) under research contracts 50YB0101,
50YB0311 and 50YB0710, in cooperation with the Technical University of
Hamburg, DLR and Astrium.

The DBF-architecture presented within this section requires a high de-
gree of integration with respect to the large number of components and a
high speed digital processing unit. Especially with respect to the latter unit,
the real-time processing of thousands of antenna element signals is not prac-
ticable. Therefore, alternative topologies are investigated at IMST that are
combinations of DBF-technology and special IF-feeding architectures. The
idea behind such topologies is to reduce the number of interconnections be-
tween the RF-part and digital logic, thus reducing the number of antenna
element signals to be processed (reduction of the computational load).

4 Conclusions

An overview of the different user requirements for land mobile, mar-
itime and aeronautical platforms has been presented. It has been shown
that such requirements can have a huge impact on the RF-front-end archi-
tecture. Several developments at IMST have illustrated the complexness of
such front-ends and the challenge to arrive at a cost-effective design. Differ-
ent antenna front-end topologies have been described for different operating
frequencies. Each type of architecture has been discussed and key items have
been discussed. It is believed that the mobile satellite front-ends presented
in this article will contribute - for a significant part - to the wireless world
of tomorrow.
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Abstract

New astronomical science will be enabled by the use of array tech-
nology in radio astronomy. Development efforts concentrate on two
concepts: aperture arrays and phased array feeds. Key challenges
in the front-end development of such systems are the bandwidth,
low-noise and stability requirements. A (dense) phased array feed
prototype in a 25 m dish of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Tele-
scope (WSRT) successfully demonstrated the ability to electroni-
cally scan the beam about 2 half-power beamwidths in both direc-
tions while retaining a high antenna efficiency and low system noise
temperature. The final system will lead to a 20× improvement of
the WSRT survey speed. The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)
operates in the 15 – 240MHz band using sparse antenna arrays.
The Low-Band Antenna stations (15 – 80MHz) have a pseudo-
random configuration of the antenna elements to smoothen the
station beams. Both aperture array and phased array feed tech-
nologies are important pathfinders for the next generation radio
telescope, the Square Kilometre Array.

1 Introduction

Recent developments in antenna array technology are about to cause a
paradigm shift for the next generation radio telescopes such as the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) [1]. Given the very small flux density of the signals
being observed in radio astronomy, observations require many hours of inte-
gration. Present-day telescopes can instantaneously image only a very small
fraction of the sky. Enlarging the field of view of the telescope will enable
deeper and/or more extended surveys and new scientific projects will come
within reach. In this contribution, it is shown that array technology enables
new front-end concepts for radio telescopes to significantly increase the sur-
vey speed. Challenges and results of array based systems being developed
at ASTRON are presented.

Antennas for Ubiquitous Radio Services in a Wireless Information Society
I.E. Lager and M. Simeoni (Eds.).    2010 IRCTR and IOS Press. All rights reserved.©
doi:10.3233/978-1-60750-487-0-143
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2 Array concepts

A larger field of view (FoV) can be obtained by forming multiple scanned
beams on the sky simultaneously. This paper introduces two possible real-
izations: aperture arrays and phased array feeds.

An aperture array (AA) is a phased array pointing directly to the sky.
Aperture arrays can in principle simultaneously image the entire hemisphere
if sufficient beams can be formed in parallel. The systems that are currently
being developed have a processing capacity such that the total observed field
in a single observation is about thousand times bigger than the “single pixel”
beam of horn-fed telescopes with 25 m diameter at one GHz.

A Phased Array Feed (PAF) is a dense array antenna in the focal plane
of a reflector telescope. It uses much less antenna elements per square meter
of collecting area, but the field of view is much smaller than an aperture
array. In practice a total FoV of a few tens of square degrees can be realized
at 1GHz and varies less than a factor two over an octave bandwidth. The
FoV is determined by the dish diameter, its focal ratio, the size of the array
and the available data transport and processing. Phased Array Feeds are
very promising candidates for new telescopes, like the SKA, but also form
an interesting upgrade path for existing reflector telescopes.

3 Antenna challenges in radio astronomy

The antenna arrays for the AA and PAF systems share the requirement
to perform over a very wide frequency band, up to 4:1 (120%). For AA’s
above 300 MHz and for PAF’s dense arrays are considered. The enormous
bandwidth requirement and the dense spacing between the elements (≈ λ/2
at the highest frequency of operation) necessitate the use of strongly coupled
array elements, such as tapered slot antennas. It is stressed that in this
situation mutual coupling is a desired effect and is the only way to achieve the
required bandwidth. But the mutual coupling also complicates the system
design and calibration because it introduces a dependency on scan angle of
system characteristics like effective area and system temperature.

Modern large radio telescopes use aperture synthesis to provide high res-
olution images. The rotation of the earth is used to synthesize an aperture
with a diameter equal to the largest baseline in the array. For an East-West
interferometer, like the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT), it
takes 12 hours to measure all visibilities to create an image. The images are
generated after extensive post-processing, including calibration of instrumen-
tal parameters. The possibility to detect very faint radio sources close to
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relatively stronger ones (which are present in almost every image) results in
a dynamic range between 105 and 107. This requires an extremely accurate
calibration and stability of the receiving system over the full 12 hour observa-
tion. Stability and/or smoothness over frequency and time of instrumental
characteristics, such as the radiation pattern, are critical for a successful
calibration. The levels of for example sidelobes and cross- polarization are
of minor importance, as long as they are stable. The far sidelobes of a Low
Frequency Array (LOFAR) station are up to -11 dB and the sidelobes near
the main lobe vary between -15 and -20 dB.

The observed sources in radio astronomy are very weak and hence the
sensitivity (G/Tsys or Ae/Tsys) of a radio telescope is of key importance.
Traditional horn fed reflector systems use cryogenically cooled receivers to
minimize the receiver noise contribution. In array systems cooling is not
feasible and room temperature low noise amplifiers are used. Table 1 gives
an overview of the noise budget of the APERTIF phased array feed system
[2]. It is a major challenge to design the antenna and Low Noise Amplifier
(LNA) such that the sensitivity is maximized over the wide frequency range
and scan angle. But also the antenna losses cannot be neglected. An antenna
efficiency of 98% (resulting in a 6K noise contribution) already increases the
system noise temperature by > 10%. This pushes the antenna design towards
metal only structures because dielectrics are lossy and/or expensive.

Table 1: System noise temperature budget of the APERTIF Phased Array
Feed.

Noise contribution
Antenna losses 6K

LNA + second stage 28 K
Noise coupling 8K

Spillover 10 K
Sky noise 3K
Total 55 K

The modeling and design of the above receiving systems is a major chal-
lenge, especially the electromagnetic modeling of strongly coupled, large
arrays of tapered slot antennas and the optimization of the sensitivity and
beam patterns over frequency and scan angle. For this purpose a dedicated
tool has been developed at ASTRON. It combines an enhanced MoM sim-
ulation with a circuit modeling tool [3, 4]. It has successfully demonstrated
to accurately model the patterns and noise temperature of AA and PAF
systems [5].
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4 Experimental results

ASTRON is developing several PAF and AA based systems. This sec-
tion presents experimental results demonstrating the unique features and
challenges of array systems.

a b

c

Figure 1: (a) The 25 m WSRT dish in which the PAF prototype is installed,
(b) The phased array feed installed in the focus cabin, (c) Detail of the
8×7×2 Vivaldi array showing the metal tapered slot elements and microstrip
feeding-lines on low-loss dielectric substrate.

4.1 APERTIF

APERTIF (“APERture Tile In Focus”) is a PAF system that is being
developed for the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) to increase
its survey speed with a factor ≈ 20 [6]. APERTIF will operate in the fre-
quency range from 1000 to 1750 MHz, with an instantaneous bandwidth of
300 MHz, a system temperature of 55 K and an aperture efficiency of 75%.
The goal is to have 37 beams on the sky constituting an effective FoV of 8
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square degrees (compared to single beam of ≈ 0.3 deg2 with the current horn
feed at 1400 MHz). An additional advantage of this technique is that a PAF
allows optimizing the radiation pattern in terms of sensitivity, sidelobes and
polarization characteristics.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the PAF concept a prototype has been
installed in one of the 25m WSRT dishes (see Fig. 1). The array consists
of 112 (8 × 7 × 2) tapered slot Vivaldi elements at a pitch of 10 cm (λ/2
at 1500 MHz). This pitch is the sweet spot for maximizing the aperture
efficiency [7]. Low noise amplifiers are connected to all 112 elements, but
only 60 are connected to a receiver and digitizer. Signals from the individual
elements are weighted and combined to digitally form a compound beam.
The results in this paper have been obtained with weights that maximize
the sensitivity. Eventually, an alternative weighting can lower the effects
of instrumental polarization at the cost of sensitivity. The all-digital beam
former allows to simultaneously form multiple compound beams at different
locations on the sky.
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Figure 2: (a) Measured compound beam sensitivity; (b) the sensitivity on
the sky of the WSRT dish fitted with a PAF. The white rectangle denotes
the half-power contour. For comparison, the field of view of the “old” WSRT
system is also shown.

The characterization of the demonstrator concentrated on the beam
properties (sensitivity, pattern) and imaging capability of the system [8].
Figure 2.a shows the measured sensitivity of a series of compound beams.
Each beam combines all 56 horizontally polarized elements of the phased
array feed. The beams overlap at their -0.7 dB points to demonstrate the
ability to form highly overlapping beams with high sensitivity in a deep
dish. In the final APERTIF system the beams will overlap at half power.
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For comparison, the current horn fed system only has one such beam. Fig-
ure 2.b shows the measured sensitivity [m2/K] over the field of view of the
telescope. Each pixel represents the sensitivity of a compound beam formed
in that particular direction. These measured sensitivities agree very well
with the modeled ones [5].

4.2 LOFAR

The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) [9] is a large distributed aperture
array radio telescope with its core in the North of The Netherlands. LOFAR
operates in the 15–240 MHz range. It uses two types of antennas: The
Low Band Antenna (LBA) from 15 to 80 MHz and the High Band Antenna
(HBA) from 120 to 240 MHz. The Low Band Antenna consists of an inverted
V-shaped dipole above a 3 × 3 meter metal ground plane (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: LOFAR Low Band Antennas in a pseudo-random sparse configu-
ration.

For the LBA stations, each consisting of 96 antennas, trade-offs between
dense versus sparse and regular versus irregular configurations have been
made [10]. The results are summarized in Table 2. Given these consider-
ations, the antennas in the LOFAR LBA stations are placed in a pseudo-
random and exponentially space tapered configuration. The diameter of a
station is approximately 81 m. The primary motivation of this configura-
tion is the smoothness of both the station beam and the average element
beam. The resulting strong variations of the individual element beams will
challenge the station calibration techniques.

Apart from the regular beamformed observations, a LOFAR LBA sta-
tion also has the capability to measure a full correlation matrix between all
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Figure 4: LOFAR LBA instantaneous all-sky image.

elements of the array (for a single frequency channel at a time). From this
information an instantaneous image of the entire sky can be generated. Fig-
ure 4 shows an example in which the galactic plane (the milky-way) is visible
at the Eastern horizon. Also other strong radio sources like Cassiopeia A,
Cygnus A, Virgo A and the Sun are indicated.

Table 2: Summary of array characteristics.

Regular Irregular

Sidelobes Lowered by gain taper
Lowered by space

taper

Grating lobes No
Receiver temp. Lower, smooth (angle, freq.)

Dense pEffective area Constant over frequency, smooth over angle

Element patterns Depend on position
Beamwidth Large

Grating lobes Few high ones Many low ones

Receiver temp. Higher, not smooth
(angle, freq.)

Higher, smooth (angle,
freq.)

Effective area Steep decrease with
wavelength

Steep decrease with
wavelengthSparse

Not smooth (angle,
freq.)

Smooth (angle, freq.)

Element patterns Constant for most
elements

Depend on position

Beamwidth Smaller
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4.3 EMBRACE

The EMBRACE project [11] entails a phased array technology demon-
strator in the 500–1500 MHz band. It demonstrates functionality and low
cost technology suitable for building large phased array stations for the SKA.
The front-end consists of a dense array of Vivaldi elements. A 144m2 array
is currently being built at the WSRT (see Fig. 5) and a 100m2 array will be
built at the Nançay observatory in France.

Figure 5: The EMBRACE tapered slot antenna array.

5 Summary

New astronomical science will be enabled by the use of array technology
in radio astronomy. Key challenges in the front-end development of such
systems are the bandwidth, low-noise and stability requirements. Several
activities, like LOFAR, APERTIF and EMBRACE, aim to demonstrate the
feasibility and competitiveness of these systems for the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA).
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Abstract

The present account reports on the shared aperture antenna con-
cept as an instrument aimed at enhancing the functionality of
antenna systems. Non-uniform array antennas implementing, in
a concurrent manner, different functionalities are deployed on a
common physical area. This concept is adopted to assemble multi-
frequency, multi-channel and multi-polarization antenna systems.
These applications are illustrated by physical implementations.
The advantages introduced by the advocated approach and the
challenges that it poses are discussed.

1 Introduction

Modern ubiquitous radio services need to reduce, as much as possible, the
number of antennas needed to support them. The reduction of the number of
antennas reduces the size, the complexity and the cost of the terminals, these
aspects being crucial for massively deployed systems. One way to achieve
the sought reduction of the number of antennas is to integrate them in multi-
functional compounds. The multi-functionality of the antenna systems can
be achieved in two ways:

• time sharing (time multiplexing) – the antenna resources are able to
perform various tasks and are employed sequentially to implement the
different functionalities at distinct time slots;

• aperture sharing (aperture segmentation) – separate radiators (or set

Antennas for Ubiquitous Radio Services in a Wireless Information Society
I.E. Lager and M. Simeoni (Eds.).    2010 IRCTR and IOS Press. All rights reserved.©
doi:10.3233/978-1-60750-487-0-153
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of radiators) are concurrently employed for performing the required
functionalities.

While the former approach requires antenna elements able to implement
various functionalities (this possibly implying a complication in the design of
the elements themselves), the latter relies on the use of specialized radiators
to be used only for specific applications.

The aperture sharing approach clearly introduces the advantage of en-
abling multi-functionality reducing the pressure on the intrinsic complexity
of the employed radiating elements. The emphasis, as it will become evi-
dent in the remainder of this account, is on the architecture of the aperture
hosting the different radiating elements. The shared aperture antenna can
be seen as an array-antenna in which each functionality is associated with a
specific subarray.

In principle, the aperture sharing approach can be implemented by plac-
ing on the relevant aperture either identical or different radiators. The
former choice allows a (possibly dynamic) reconfiguration of the aperture.
However, the various tasks to be accomplished are often associated with fre-
quency bands that are spread over a wide frequency range and, possibly,
with different polarizations of the radiated field. This suggests that, more
often than not, the antenna elements need to be of different varieties.

A rather intuitive manner of implementing the aperture sharing concept
is by deploying next to each other a number of compact subarrays [1], p. 206.
Consequently, each subarray is confined to a small area, thus providing but
limited angular resolution (wide radiation beams). To tackle this problem,
the radiators composing the various subarrays may be spread over the en-
tire available area, in an interleaved manner. This solution is conceptually
simple, but it results in severe limitations as far as scanning range, polariza-
tion, and the ratio between the frequency bands pertaining to the subarrays
are concerned and poses serious challenges to the design of shared aper-
ture, multi-functional array antennas. To start with, each subarray should
be sparse, in the sense that it occupies oly a part of the aperture in order
to leave enough room to accommodate other subarrays (hence other func-
tionalities). Secondly, the strategies to share the aperture between different
subarrays need to be sought for.

In the present account, the shared aperture approach is advocated as an
instrument to achieving multi-functional (array) antenna systems. Firstly,
the preparatory studies on sparse array antennas are briefly reiterated. Sec-
ondly, the shared aperture concept is introduced and then applied to three
specific cases of multi-functional antennas: one operating at different fre-
quency bands, one implementing the different functions (transmit and re-
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ceive) of a radar antenna and one achieving polarization agility, combined
with beam scanning, by using differently polarized subarrays. The examples
presented are supported by experimental prototypes whose manufacturing
and testing related issues are also discussed.

2 Shared aperture array antennas

2.1 Sparse arrays – the precursors

The use of sparse subarrays can facilitate the task of interleaving two (or
more) subarrays on a common aperture. At the same time, each subarray
needs to be able to perform the task associated with it. This clearly calls for
design techniques that can yield sparse arrays offering controlled radiation
characteristics.

Usually, a distinction is made between two kinds of sparse arrays: thinned
arrays and non-uniform arrays. Thinned arrays are antenna architectures
obtained by eliminating (thinning down) some elements of a fully populated
array antenna that is commonly deployed on a uniform spatial grid. Non-
uniform arrays are antenna architectures composed of individual radiating
elements located at arbitrary positions in space.

The problem of designing sparse arrays (thinned or non-uniform) [2] is
at the center of an intense research activity in the international community
and has been addressed at the International Research Centre for Telecom-
munications and Radar (IRCTR) by using both a stochastic approach [3]
and deterministic techniques [4].

The former approach is based on the Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimiza-
tion technique and yields non-uniform sparse array configurations. Once
the number of radiators composing the array has been fixed, their positions
(along a linear direction) are optimized such that to satisfy the requirements
formulated in terms of the angular width of the main radiation beam and on
the maximum level of the side-lobes. It is worth stressing the fact that this
approach does not guarantee a successful design, a thorough formulation of
the design requirements is instrumental to yield satisfactory results. This
approach has been successfully adopted in [5] for designing array antennas
for narrow-beam, wide-angle scanning applications.

The technique described in [4] relies on the correlation properties of the
so-called Cyclic Difference Sets (CDS), sets of numbers extensively used in
the realm of communication technology and cryptography [6]. When com-
pared with the stochastic methods, the CDS-based combinatorial design
approach offers the advantage of an a priori knowledge of the average level
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of the radiation in the side lobe region. Moreover, the combinatorial meth-
ods are also superior to stochastic ones as concerns the computation time
demands. In view of the advantages that it introduces, the combinatorial
CDS-based design technique has been extensively adopted at IRCTR for de-
signing thinned sparse arrays, a brief description of its fundamentals being
hereafter provided.

By definition, a (V,K,Λ) difference set is a set of K unique integers
D = d0, d1, . . . , dK−1, with 0 ≤ di ≤ (V − 1), such that for any integer
1 ≤ a ≤ (V − 1)

(di − dj)(mod V ) = α, for i �= j, (1)

has exactly Λ solution pairs {di, dj} from the set D, with “mod” standing
for the “modulo” operation. From a difference set D having the parameters
(V,K,Λ), one can construct a sequence of ones and zeros

AD(i) =
{

1 if i ∈ D
0 if i /∈ D

, (2)

with i = 0, 1, · · · , V − 1.

The AD sequence exhibits some remarkable properties. The autocorre-
lation function of an infinite vector obtained by periodically repeating AD

is a two-valued function [4]. Similarly, the spectrum of the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) of the sequence AD derived from a CDS (V,K,Λ), by
taking V points in the DFT, exhibits one maximum, only, that has a level
related to K, whereas all the other spectral components have an identical,
low value (related to Λ). Note that, due to the fact that the radiation pat-
tern of an (array) antenna is associated to the DFT of the aperture’s current
distribution, this property is of high relevance in the field of (array) antenna
studies. These properties can be exploited for thinning down a fully pop-
ulated linear array antenna based on a fixed, linear, uniform lattice. By
placing the elements in a linear, thinned array at the positions of the ones in
AD, the antenna radiation pattern preserves the beamwidth of the full ar-
ray (consisting of V uniformly distributed radiators) whereas the side-lobes
level is approximately constant, oscillating for an approximately half thinned
down array around 1/(2K) of the main beam’s level [4].

A planar, thinned array of dimensions Vx and Vy can be obtained from
the difference set D with parameters (V,K,Λ) by defining the matrix of ones
and zeros:

MD [i(mod Vx), i(mod Vy)] =
{

1 if i ∈ D
0 if i /∈ D

, (3)

with i = 0, 1, · · · , V − 1 and VxVy = V . Using one set from the elements of
matrix MD (ones or zeros) to deploy the radiators in the sparse configuration,
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the radiation pattern of the thinned array has a beamwidth similar to the
one of the full planar array, whereas the side lobe level is approximately
constant and low.

Another placement strategy for designing non-uniform, linear array an-
tennas was introduced in [7] where the effectiveness of the grid-search strat-
egy for the assembling of large, non-uniform, linear arrays was demonstrated
by solving some problems in the realm of pattern shaping. In [7], since the
complete set of radiation parameters corresponding to a large sample of lin-
ear arrays are readily available, an inspection directly indicated what the fea-
sible design requirements are for a given number of elements and an available
physical area. This result could be achieved by exploiting a highly effective
computational engine evaluating the beam-widths and the peak side lobe
level (PSLL) values for the full range of acceptable inter-element spacings1

and for a wide range of array element numbers.

The potentiality for achieving dynamically reconfigurable radiation pat-
terns by means of thinned sparse arrays was investigated in [8]. In partic-
ular, the drop in the antenna gain experienced when the main beam of a
phased-array antenna is steered away from the broadside direction (com-
monly known as scan loss) was compensated by applying a different degree
of thinning to a uniform linear array antenna.

2.2 The shared aperture antenna concept

As indicated in Section 1, sharing the physical area of the antenna aper-
ture between different subarrays implementing the different functionalities of
a complex antenna system introduces various advantages, the most notable
one being the possibility of concurrently performing multiple tasks.

The solution of interleaving on a common aperture (see Fig. 1 for a
graphical exemplification of this concept) was firstly advocated in [9].

The design of an antenna systems based on this concept relies on the
proper design of the individual subarrays (see Section 2.1) and on the strate-
gies needed to interleave them. The latter aspect has also been an object of
investigation at IRCTR over the last few years and will be briefly discussed
in Section 2.3.

1A lower limit of the inter-element distances amounting to λ/2 allows for accommodat-
ing physical radiators while an upper limit of λ implies that no grating lobes are generated
in the case of a broadside radiation.
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Figure 1: Illustrative for the shared aperture antenna concept: different sets
of radiators (subarrays) implement different fucntionalities.

2.3 Shared aperture antenna design

A number of issues need to be addressed in designing a shared aperture
antenna. Firstly, the constituent subarrays need to be designed to satisfy
their relevant requirements. Secondly, a strategy for collocating them on the
common aperture needs being identified. At this stage, it is crucial avoiding
any physical overlapping between the elements of the individual subarrays.
Finally, optimal use of the available aperture surface has to be ensured.

In the case of designing the subarrays by means of the technique in [4],
yet another interesting feature of the CDS sequences can be exploited. Re-
ferring to the notation introduced in Section 2.1, one can note that the set
D∗ = [0, V − 1]�D (referred to as the complementary of D) is also a dif-
ference set with parameters (V, V − K,V − 2K + Λ). By using the CDS D
and its complementary D∗ it is possible to design two sparse arrays, which
are naturally interleaved [4]. The resulting shared aperture will then be
composed of two subarrays having similar radiation patterns, non overlap-
ping elements and completely covering the aperture area. This approach has
been extensively used to design shared aperture antennas at IRCTR (see the
examples in Section 3) and, as detailed in [10], can be extended to design
antennas consisting of multiple interleaved CDS-based subarrays.

Another way of addressing the issues related to the design of a shared
aperture antenna is resorting to statistical methods, an example of this ap-
proach being reported in [11]. There, the elements of a uniform, fully pop-
ulated array are randomly partitioned in two sub-sets, each consisting of
half of the total elements. The two resulting subarrays are naturally inter-
leaved, not overlapping and completely filling the available aperture area.
Moreover, the arrangement of the subarray radiators across the aperture is
homogeneous, consequently each subarray exhibits a main radiation beam-
width virtually equivalent to that of the initial complete array. The exten-
sion of this techniques to the design of shared aperture antennas consisting
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of more than two subarrays is straightforward. Naturally, the reliability of
this approach relies on statistical considerations and is guaranteed only for
large arrays.

An important aspect to be considered when designing array antennas is
the level of mutual interaction occurring between the elementary radiators.
The performance of array antennas, in particular the scanning capabilities of
phased-array antennas, are strongly influenced by the mutual couplings be-
tween the elements of the array. Effects such as scan blindness (the gain drop
observed as the antenna beam is steered from the broadside direction) and
(large) variations of the individual antenna input impedances with the scan-
ning angle variations are induced by strong mutual interactions between the
antenna elements. This problem is partially mitigated in the case of sparse
arrays since the average distance between the elements of an array antenna
is generally larger than in the case of fully populated arrays. Moreover, in
the case of shared aperture antennas, neighboring elements are in some cases
belonging to different subarrays, hence implementing different functionali-
ties (e.g., different frequencies, different polarizations, etc.), therefore less
prone to interact with each other. Despite this, the problem of the mutual
interaction between the individual elements of shared aperture antennas has
been investigated, both theoretically and experimentally, with [12] and [13]
yielding accurate prediction methods and effective technical solutions for
mutual coupling mitigation.

2.4 Implementation related aspects

As stated in Section 1, in order to properly address the demand for ubiq-
uitous radio services, the relevant antennas need to be minimized in their
number and, possibly, integrated in multi-functional units. This is, however,
not sufficient. The complex multi-functional antenna units need also being
low-cost. Addressing this desideratum has a direct impact on the choice
for the manufacturing technology to be employed for the production of the
antenna (systems). It is obvious that the selected manufacturing technology
must allow a facile and accurately reproducible production of both individ-
ual radiators and antenna arrays. As a consequence a design methodology,
referred to as technology driven design [14], has been identified at IRCTR
and consistently enforced for the production of the concept demonstrators
reported in this account.

This design methodology is based on the preeminence of a beforehand
chosen manufacturing technology. This choice is justified by the fact that
when the mass-production of antenna (systems) is aimed at, it seems conve-
nient to base the design process on a specified, fully mastered manufacturing
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technology. Confining the design methodology to the frame of a given tech-
nology has other favorable effects, as well. For example, the designer has
the guarantee that the designed product can be actually constructed. Fur-
thermore, the manufactured product has good prospects to perform very
similarly with the designed one. On the other hand, such a design approach
may also lead to some limitations. In this respect, a traditional performance
driven design assumes a maximum freedom during the design phase, with
the consequence of maximizing the chances to implement the desired func-
tionality. On the contrary, when a technology is imposed from the very
beginning, some habitual antenna design procedures could become imma-
terial, that may impede on the features of the end product. Nevertheless,
this ‘limitation’ may stimulate the engineers to explore alternative solutions
that will, in turn, lead to higher quality radiators. An exemplification of
this concept is reported in [5], where the lithographic etching of microstrip
laminates was selected as driving technology for the antenna design. The
design resulted in an inexpensive, highly integrated and easily reproducible
antenna module.

2.5 Validation and measurements

In general, the validation of theoretical concepts by means of practical
experiments is the ultimate tool for proving their correctness. This is par-
ticularly true for the concepts hereby advocated. In view of the complexity
of some of the designs resulting from the application of the shared aperture
concept, an experimental validation phase has been consistently resorted to.
This was made possible by the availability of the DUCAT (Delft University
Chamber for Antenna Test) facility, an electromagnetic anechoic chamber
optimized for measurements in the X-band.

Demonstrators have been produced for any of the antenna systems de-
scribed in Section 3. Moreover, various array antennas, meant to be ex-
perimental platforms to investigate different array architectures, have been
designed and manufactured. One of these test antennas consisting of a uni-
form array of identical radiators that are individually accessible by means of
coaxial connectors and deployed over a uniform, rectangular lattice is shown
in Fig. 2.

The shared aperture concept has been repeatedly validated at IRCTR
by means of laboratory experiments. Figure 3 shows a view of a typical test
set-up where two interleaved subarrays are fed by means of coaxial cables
connected to two power dividing networks. The input ports of the power
dividers represent the access points of the two subarrays.
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Figure 2: A uniform array antenna used for experimenting various shared
aperture configurations.

Figure 3: A test set-up for validating the shared aperture concept.

Since most of the array antennas designed to demonstrate the potentiality
of the shared aperture concept turn out to be rather large (when compared
to the operational wavelength), their direct far-field characterization is not
feasible in the DUCAT facility. This limitation was circumvented in two al-
ternative ways: (1) by performing near-field measurements and subsequently
a near-to-far field transformation; (2) by implementing an innovative pro-
cessing technique enabling far-field characterization of large array antennas
in small anechoic chambers. The former technique was made possible by the
near-field scanner integrated in DUCAT. The latter technique, described in
[15], relies on the observation that the constituent elements of the arrays are
small enough to be individually measured under far-field conditions. Subse-
quently, their radiation patterns can be properly combined by following an
algorithm resulting from some geometrical considerations. This technique
has enabled the far-field characterization of array antennas having physi-
cal dimensions largely exceeding the maximum size of an antenna directly
characterizable in the anechoic chamber at hand.
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Figure 4: Shared aperture array antenna accommodating two types of ele-
ments operating between 8.0÷ 8.5GHz and 8.5÷ 9.5GHz, respectively. The
placement uses a deterministic CDS-based strategy.

3 Applications of the shared aperture concept

3.1 Multi-frequency arrays

The shared aperture concept has been firstly applied to the design of
wide-band array antennas. In the work reported in [9], [16] and [17] the
antenna aperture is divided in two subarrays by means of the combinato-
rial CDS-based technique described in Sections 2.1 and 2.3. The elements
composing the two subarrays are designed to operate at two adjacent fre-
quency bands. The sub-arrays are hereafter referred to as SAH and SAL,
where the indices “H” and “L” designate the higher (8.5 ÷ 9.5GHz) and
the lower (8.0 ÷ 8.5GHz) frequency bands, respectively. Since, as discussed
in Section 2.3, the radiation patterns of the two subarrays are very similar,
the interleaving of them yields a collective array operating over a frequency
range which is the sum of the two sub-bands provided by the subarrays.

A physical implementation of the design is displayed in Fig. 4 where
the elements belonging to the different subarrays are distinguishable in view
of their physical size. This shared aperture antenna was manufactured in
microstrip technology using Rogers c© RO 4003 laminate boards.

The experimental investigations were performed in the DUCAT facility.
The radiation characteristics of the sparse array antennas (not shown here
for brevity) were evaluated by firstly measuring the individual patterns of
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Figure 5: The frequency dependence of the active reflection coefficient for
each elementary radiator in the two subarrays; the solid contours indicate
the levels corresponding to VSWR=2 and VSWR=1.5, respectively. (a)
Sub-array SAH; (b) sub-array SAL.

the elementary radiators. The sub-array radiation patterns were then cal-
culated by summing up (possibly with suitable phase shifts) these measured
data. The frequency behavior of the reflection coefficients measured at the
individual array elements are depicted in Fig. 5(a) and (b) for the two subar-
rays, separately. These plots clearly illustrate the fact that the two subarrays
efficiently cover the designated sub-bands.

3.2 Multi-function arrays

The use of the shared aperture concept for the design of the transmit (Tx)
and receive (Rx) antennas equipping a frequency-modulated, continuous-
wave (FMCW) radar was proposed in [18]. By relying, again, on the proper-
ties of the CDS-based design techniques, it was possible to design virtually
collocated array antennas featuring highly similar radiation patterns. These
features are particularly attractive for the FMCW radar application since
they enable a very good alignment between the transmit and receive radi-
ation patterns and can, by exploiting the so-called ‘correlation effect’ [18],
diminish the overall system phase noise.

In a subsequent work [19] this concept was refined by combining the
classical CDS-based design with a so-called ‘trimming’ strategy. Since the
cited work focuses on an FMCW radar application, two-way front-end pa-
rameters, defined with respect to the product Tx-Rx radiation patterns, are
applicable. With the goal of reducing the side-lobes level in the two-way
radiation pattern, the reduction of the number of rows or columns (array
trimming) of the individual subarrays has the effect of shifting the angular
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Figure 6: The radiating aperture’s architecture after trimming. The dark
squares correspond to the Tx sub-array and the light ones to the Rx sub-
array. The crosses indicate the switched off elements in the Tx sub-array
and the pluses the switched off elements in the Rx one.
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Figure 7: The normalized, two-way radiation pattern referring to the an-
tenna architecture depicted in Fig. 6. (a) The pattern in the x = 0 plane;
(b) the pattern in the y = 0 plane. The inset depicts a zoom-in on the main
beam.

position of the relevant radiation pattern nulls. This procedure eventually
results in lowering the two-way radiation pattern side lobe level. The archi-
tecture of a shared aperture antenna implementing this concept is depicted
in Fig. 6. The two-way radiation patterns are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b),
the design strategy reducing the peak side lobe level by approximately 6 dB.

An alternative approach was presented in [20]. The sharing of the an-
tenna aperture between the Tx and Rx functions of an integrated antenna
module for FMCW radar was deigned by means of a statistical approach.
More specifically, in [20] the antenna aperture was first randomnly subdi-
vided in two (Tx and Rx) subarrays. Subsequently, the complete aperture
was divided in concentric areas, each of which being designated to have a
given element density that mimicks a specific illumination tapering function
selected to satisfy the design requirements formulated in terms of main beam
width and side lobe level. The actual element distribution was then obtained
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Figure 8: Shared aperture thinned array architecture for FM-CW radar.
The dark gray squares correspond to the transmit sub-array, the light gray
boxes to the receive one and the white squares to the eliminated elements.
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Figure 9: The normalized radiation patterns referring to the antenna archi-
tecture depicted in Fig. 8. (a) The patterns in the x = 0 plane; (b) the
patterns in the y = 0 plane.

by thinning down the array, such to reach the desired element density in each
area of the total aperture. This procedure was performed for both the Tx
and the Rx subarrays. One array architecture resulting from this design pro-
cedure is shown in Fig. 8. The corresponding normalized radiation patterns
evaluated at two cut-planes (x = 0 and y = 0 planes) are shown in Fig. 9(a)
and (b), respectively.

3.3 Multi-polarization arrays

In [21] and [22] the shared aperture concept was applied to the design of
planar array antennas offering the possibility of dynamically adjusting the
polarization properties of the radiated waves, even in conjunction with beam
steering. The proposed method relies on interleaving two subarrays with or-
thogonal, linear polarizations. Each subarray is responsible for providing one
of the two mutually orthogonal components needed to achieve any desired
polarization state. In [21] it was proved that, by dynamically controlling the
amplitude and the phase of the signals fed to the subarrays, arbitrary polar-
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Figure 10: Array antenna system composed of two interleaved sparse ar-
rays and the pertaining phase and amplitude control circuitry required for
achieving polarization agility. The phase shifters (one per radiator) required
for steering the antenna beam are not shown.
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Figure 11: Architecture of the CDS 9 × 7-based array. The dark squares
indicate the elements of the ‘H’ sub-array (consisting of N (H) = 31 elements)
and the light ones the elements of the ‘V’ sub-array (consisting of N (V) =
32 elements). The total number of radiating elements is N = 63.

izations can be achieved. Subsequently [22] demonstrated that the stability
of the polarization state can be maintained during beam scanning, as well.
A graphical representation of this concept is depicted in Fig. 10.

A CDS-based architecture designed to demonstrate the advocated con-
cept is displayed in Fig. 11. The complete array consists of 63 radiating
elements subdivided in two subarrays. Figure 12(a) and (b) shows the vari-
ation of the radiated field ellipticity in the planes ϑ = 30◦ and ϕ = 45◦,
respectively, when the main radiation beam is pointing in the direction
(ϑ, ϕ) = (30◦, 45◦) and a right handed circular polarized field is prescribed.
The elementary radiator is a microstrip patch embedded in a dielectric filled
metallic cavity which is radiating through a rectangular slot. In order to
estimate the effects of the mutual electromagnetic coupling between the in-
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Figure 12: Variation of the total field’s ellipticity ε in the case of the CDS 9×
7-based architecture, using rectangular or square radiating apertures. The
dashed line corresponds to the required ε = −45◦ ellipticity. (a) Variation
in the {ϑ = 30◦} plane; (b) Variation in the {ϕ = 45◦} plane.

dividual radiating elements on the antenna performance, two different slot
shapes were considered: (1) rectangular apertures, the cross-section dimen-
sions of the radiating slots being: a × b = 12 mm × 6 mm; (2) square
apertures, the cross-section dimensions of the radiating slots being: a × b
= 12 mm × 12 mm. Naturally, the mutual coupling is stronger in the case
of using square apertures. The stronger coupling results in a stronger ex-
citation of the higher-order modes that can radiate waves with a different
polarization than that ascribed to the relevant subarray. This, in turn, gen-
erates a degradation of the polarization state of the overall radiated field.
This effect can be easily observed in Fig. 12.

An experimental prototype of the antenna sketched in Fig. 11 is currently
under assembly, a picture of the radiating end being shown in Fig. 13.

4 Conclusions

The shared aperture concept for multi-functional array antenna design
was introduced, described and justified. This concept was found to be a pow-
erful instrument for designing integrated, multi-functional antenna modules
that show the potentiality of becoming a basic constituent of future gen-
erations of ubiquitous radio systems. Several techniques for the design of
shared aperture antennas have been discussed and their application to the
implementation of multi-functional antenna modules has been illustrated
by practical examples. The technological issues related to the production
of massively deployable multi-functional antenna modules have been briefly
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Figure 13: Shared aperture array antenna accommodating two types of el-
ements radiating horizontal and vertical polarized waves, respectively. The
placement uses a deterministic CDS strategy.

addressed together with the relevant testing related aspects.
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